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Young Wild West Caught By Savages
OR, ARIETTA'S DARING RESCUE
By AN

()T,D

CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Is Warned.
Young- Wild West and his friends pitched their
camn on the bank of the Little Colorado River,
Arizona, late one afternoon a few years ag-o,
when that region of the country was in a rather
troubled state from the Indians that were constantly breaking out and starting- on the warpath. It is hardly necessary to state that our
hero was the Champion Deadshot of the West,
and that though but a boy in vears, he had proven
conclusively his ability to fight and assist in putting- down savage uprisings and establishingsomething like law and order at the little settlements and mming- camps scattered throughout the
..
Wild West.
As our story opens we find with the youngdeadshot his sweetheart, Arietta Murdock, a
l!"Olden-haired girl of the true Western type;
Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-Government scout, and
his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a Wyoming- boy, anu
his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two Chinamen who acted in the capacity of servants for the
party, who were brothers named Hop Wah and
Wing' Wah.
Our friends had been glad enoug-h to strike the
river .after a tedious ride over the sand and hot
dust that lay to the east. It was in the sprin~
of the year, and the river was pretty high, which
caused the water to soak into the dry ground on
either side, and the result was that the vegetation
was very green.
As we find them, the two Chinamen have just
finished putting up the tents that made the sleeping quarters for the member<; of the party. The
l!"irls were busy putting things to rights, while
Young Wild West and his partners were looking.
after the horses.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot ~aid, as he
saw to it that his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, would
have plenty of rope to permit him to get all the
grazing he needed and at the same time drink
from a little brook that tumbled into the river a
short distance away, "I reckon it's pretty near
time something- happened. They told us at Fort
Defiance that there was a band of savage Apaches
performing uo this way. We were advised not
to come he1·e, but, of course, that only made us
feel more like doing it. I made up my mind
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that I would g-o on until we struck BustPr Cnmn,
which, they say, lies somewhere around the~e
parts. It's a place we have never been to, anrl
from all accounts of it there must be plentv of
excitement there, since it is rnn by a very bad
g-an.!!'."
"That's rig-ht, Wild ." Jim Dart answePd. as
he shaded his eves with his hand and looked no
the canyon. "Most likely we'll have plentv to
do when we get to Ru ter Camp, but the thin!? is
now whether we will meet any of the Apaches
•
before we g-et there."
"There ain't no good ones, ·wild. You know
that."
"I !rave met a few, Charlie."
"A blamed few, though. But, hello ! I hear
some one comin'."
They all heard the sounds of hoofbeats at the
same time, and instantlv the eyes of the three
were turned to the left of the camp. There were
so manv rocks, some of which reared themselves
very hig-h in the air, that it was impossible to
see anything-. But the sounds rapidlv drew
nearer, and then a cloud of dust could be seen.
"Only one, boys," "\\'ild said, ·with a nod of his
head. "It isn't a redskin, either, for the horse
is shod."
As the words left the youn!!' deadshot's lips the
dust cleared ~iifficientlv for ,them to see a horse
and rider, and when they discovered that it was a
cavahyman approaching, they were not much surprised. The cavalryman was riding hard, too, as
thoug-h he was in very much of a hurry. If he
had continued on the way he was going when he
came in sight of our friends he would have
passed the camp by a good two hundred yards.
But he suddenly swung his horse around and
dashed straig-ht toward them, at the same time
letting out a shout, and waving his hat.
"I reckon he wasn't expecting to find any one
up this wav, Wild," the scout observed, as he
kept his eyes fixed on the approaching horseman.
"That's rig-ht, Charlie. Probably he's g-lad to
find us here, since night is coming- on. But it
may be that lie is g-oing- somewhere with a dispatch. The Apaches may be up to something."
'They did not have time to i::peculate any further as to what had caused the cavalryman to
come that way and appear to them so suddenly,
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for up he came, and, bringing his horse to a halt,
he called out:
"Hello, Young Wild West!"
"Hello!" was the reply. "What is the trouble?"
"I was sent to look for you to warn you that a
band of fifty s.avage warriors are somewhere
below here. The colonel in charge of the post,
fifty miles below here, heard from a courier that
you people had started up this way and were
head<>d for a mining camp. My instructions are
to ask you to come with me at once."
"Have you seen anything of the redskins?" the
young deadshot asked.
"No, I haven't, and I am glad of it," the mes,;enP-er retorted, as he dismounted.
"Didn't you see any signs of them?"
"No, not a sign. This is what I call a deserted
part of the country. I have been riding since
this morning to overtake you. I followed your
trail in some places, but where the wind had
blown the s.and and lost the tracks I had to guess
at it. It is only by good luck that I came upon
you."
"So the colonel thinks it advisable for us to
start right awav and go back with you to the
post, does he?"
"That's what he said."
"But our horses are too tired to make a long
journey to-night. There has been pretty rough
trave4ing . the way we came. That broncho of
yours is nearly caved in, too. He is breathing
like a bellows at this very minute."
"Yes, I know it It isn't likely he would carry
me very far lf the redskins should happen to
get: after me."
"Well, the best thing you can do is to make
u p your mind to stay with us right here to-night."
Then the cavalryman informed our hero and
his friends that his name was Dick Judson, and
that he belonged to the Seventh of Kansas.
"You don't know me," he added, after he had
told them his name. "But I have seen you all
before."
"All right, Judson," our hero said. "I reckon
you're all right. I can see that you are a welltrained soldier, ana that vou understand your
business pretty well. Been fighting redskins quite
some little time, I suppose?"
"A little over three years now, and I have had
quite a few hairbreadth escapes."
"No doubt. We have had a few ourselves."
"Young Wild West, you are determined, then,
to remain here over night?"
"That's just what I mean to do, Judson. I want
you to stay with us, for you would be foolish
to go away with that tired 1iorse. You would
have to bunk in somewhere among the rocks, anyhow, so you might as well stay here and have a
fresh start in the morning."
"And if .I do you will start back for the post
with me?"
"We are heading for Buster Camp, which lies
almost straight to the west, as near as I can
understand."
"You insist on going there, then?"
"I certainly do."
"I had better start back right now and make
a report."
·" You will do nothing of the kind. You know
very well that if you fail to get back by the time

they think vou should a detachment will be sent
out to look for you."
"Yes, I know that. I was told so, in fact. But
I wasn't to remain away of my own accord."
"You are not going to remain away altogether
of your own accord. You fors:ret that I have a
document with me which gives me oermi.ssion
to give orders to the soldiers of Uncle Sam."
"No, I don't forget that. I know you hold
some sort of a commission as a scout, though
you are not under pay."
"That's it exactly. I have been luckv enough
to render what has been called valuable service
to the Government troops at different times, and
that is why _I am in possession of the document
I spoke of. Shall I show it to you?"
"It isn't necessary. I am under your orders,
Young Wild West. I shall say no more, I started out with two days' rations, so I will be all
right, anyhow, even if you haven't much in the
way of supplies."
"It's mighty seldom we haven't everything we
need, for we make it our business to strike places
where we can stock up for three or four days.
Sometimes it is a week bMore we are able r,o
buy grub, but we have never been anything like
starving yet, and I reckon we won't be as long
as things are managed the way they have been."
The cook had started a fire by this time, an<l
as there was scarcely a breath of air stirring the
smoke ascended in a straight column. While the
cavalryman was removing the saddle and bridle
from his horse, Young Wild West ascended to
the top of a big rock and took a view of the
surroundings. The sun was still more than an
hour high, and the ..tmosphere was very clear.
Away to the left there was a glittering sea of
sand, while to the right, along the.. crooked course
of the river, green vegetation showed up pleasingly to the eye. As the boy finally turned his
gaze in the direction from which the cavalryman •
had appeared he gave a violent S'tart. Something
like five miles distant a thin column of smoke
·
was rising.
"By jini;("o!" he exclaimed, as he shaded his
eyes with his hand and took a good look. "Redskins, as sure as I live! They've seen our smoke
and thev are taking it for a signal. No doubt
they think there are Apaches here and that they
are tryini;(" to draw others to them. The chances
are they· have been following the cavalryman. I
r_eckon we have got to J;("et a move on ourselves
and prepare for an attack."
Having come to this conclusion, the young
deadshot descended to the ground below: He
quickly told his companions of his discovery, and
almost instantly active preparations were made
to put up a defense in case there should be an
!lttack upon the camp that night.

CHAPTER IL-The Redskin Scout.
Charlie and Jim and the two Chinamen were
working hard to build defense works, and Wild
and the cavalryman now struck in with vig.:,r
to assist them. A couple of fallen trees were
trimmed of their boughs and hauled around in the
shape of a triangle. Then all the rocks and
boulders they were able to move were rolled u 1r
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and forced underneath them. This gave the""l
a b::irricade that was ovP.r three f Pet hie:h all
m:nund. with an almost P"!rpendiculai: ba11k
hehind them. An onP.nin~ war. left sufficiently
larg-e enou!!'h to permit the horses to be ]Pd inside. but the" were enioying- them<;elves nibblingat the luxuriant grass ·a short distance awav,
and our hero did not see fit to take them from it
just vet. When all the arrangements had been
about completed, Wild again ascended to the hig-h
rock. He was· just in time to see another column
of i:;moke just rising from the very spot he had
seen the first one.
"Getting- anxious, I reckon," he thought. "Well.
I suopose we may ai:; well carry it through. If
we can draw them up here and make them think
they are g-oing to meet some of their own crowd
it will be all right. I suppose that will be the
best wav to do it, anyhow."
Then he leaned over and called out:
"Hello, Charlie!"
"What is it, Wild?" the scout answered, for
he was watching him from the g-round below.
"Just throw some light wood on the fire and
send up some more smoke. The redskins are
signaling- again. I want to make them think
th.at we are redskins and probably they will come
ridin<?" rhrht up pretty soon, expectin_g- to meet
more Apaches."
"A good idea. Wild," Charlie· exclaim~. and
then he l1astened to do as he had been told.
He knew just how to g-o at it, and a couple
of minutes later a cloud of white smoke was
rising perpendicularly toward the skv.
"That's the idea, Charlie," our hero called out
from the rock above. "Now, then, if the other
smoke ce~ses rig-ht away we can take it for granted that the redskins will be coming in a hurry.
If they onlv get here before dark, which I think
they can. if thev start right away, everything
will be aH right."
"I wouldn't have done th.at if it was me," Judson said, nodding to Jim Dart and shaking- his
heed. "I think it better to let the savages come
of their own aceord instead of drawing them."
"I don't know about that," Jim answered, a
smile on his face. "If we can draw them here
with the expectation that they are going to meet
more Apaches they won't be ready to put up a
fight. If thev came here expecting to attack the
camp of a small band of 1;1alefaces it would be
entirely different."
"Yes, that's so. I never thought of that. I
supoose Young- Wild West knows his business all
• '
right."
"You kin bet your life he does." the scout exclaimed. "If Wild don't know his business no
one livin' ever did."
The cavalrvman seemed satisfied, and he at
once turned his attention to the weapon he carried.
"I can shoot twelve times before reloading, anyhow," he said. "I have one cartridge in the breech
.
and eleven in the magazine."
"When you do shoot, Judson, you want ter be
sure that you hit somethin'. Drop a redskin every
time you pull the ti·igger," the scout advised.
"Yes, I have had enough experience to know
that. I am not going- to waste any powder. If
it were not that the ladies were here I would
rather enjoy this thing-, for I am in hopes that
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we will be abfe to give the savage band a genuine
surnrise."
Meanwhile, Wild was watching, and when he
suddPnlv saw the smoke cease rising he gave a
satif:fied ncd and then descended toward the rock.
"Jim," he said. nodding- to the Wyoming boy,
"I reckon vou had better go up there now and
watch a while. If you should happen to see the
Apaches coming just sing out and let us know."
"You bet I'll do that quick enough," was tl-ie
reply, and without w;-iiting a moment, Dart hastened to climb up to the place the young- leader of
the party had just vacated.
When he had watched for fully fifteen minutes,
without seeing anvthing, Wild became slightly uneasv and climbed up to his side.
"It looks as though they are not going- to get
he1·e before dark," Jim said, as he turned and
looked over his shou!<ler at the sun. which was
fast sinking below a jagged mountain line to the
west.
"It looks that way. But, hello! What's that?
There comes a horseman now, and it is a redskin,
too."
"Riirht yer are, Wild. They have sent one of
the band to find out what the smoke meant. He
will find out ·when he gets here, you can bet
on that."
Then the two watched until thev were certain
that it was an Indian aporoar.hing. Jim Dart
descended, and Wild lingered there. his Remington lying- at his side, for he was half-stretched
out on the top of the big- rock. so he might not
be observed. On came the redskin, and just a.s
the sun disappeared entirely from view he rode
behind a high pile of rocks, so that he was shut
off from view. Knowing -that he would not be
able to see. him again until he was almost upon
the camp, thP young- deadshot quickly went down
and ioined his companions.
"He must be pretty close, ah, Wild?" Jim asked,
.
rather anxiously.
"He will be here inside of two minutes," was
the reply.
He had barely sooken when the clatter of hoof&
sounded up the mountain.
"Are you going- to shoot him, Young Wild
West?" the cavalryman asked, looking at our
hero sharply.
"Oh, no, Judson," was the 1·eply. "I am not
in the habit of doing things that way. We will
let him come right up there and we will ask
him a few questions. I may take a notion to
hold him a prisoner, or I J'hay send him back
to his chief with a messa<>'". Just get out all
of the rifles," and the boy turned to Jim and the
two Chinamen. "Push the muzzles through the
openings in our barricade and then everybody lie
l0w. I alone will show myself, and the Apache
will certainly think he has struck a regular fort
when he gets Here. He won't know but what
there are a dozen or more waiting here to shoot
him down."
Our friends always carried a few extra Remingtons with them, so it was not long before nine
of them were either in the hands of some one
behind the barricade or fixed so it looked as
though some one was behind them. Then the
young· deadshot climbed upon one of the fallen
trees ~nd sat down as calrnl" "'~ t.hon<>'h hP. was
exµectme: to meet a friend.
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He h::>d barelv done this when the approachin_g
redskin rounded a bend a hundred feet ahead, his
horse now at a walk. When he saw the boy sitting ther~ so calmly he gave vent to _a gu~tur~l
exclamation of surprise and quickly remed m h1s
pony.
"Hello, rerlskin!" Wild called out. "Come on
over here. I want to talk to you."
"Ugh!" was the reply, and the Apache acte[l as
though he wanted to turn his ponv and g-o back.
"Don't be afraid. I am not g-oing- to hurt you.
Come on over here."
Somewhat reassured, the redskin let his steed
come forw ard at a walk. But iust then he saw
the muzzles of the rifles pointing- his way, and
once more he stopoed.
" Me good lnjun !" he declared. for no doubt he
was somewhat frightened at the hostile appearance of the place.
"I didn't say you· were a bad one, did I?" the
·
young deadshot said, with a laugh.
Then he slioped down to the ground and walked
coolly toward the brave, whose face was well
daubed with war-paint, and his barred arms and
breast smeared with grease, making- him ready
for battle.
" What paleface boy want?" the Apache said,
trying- his best to appear very bold.
"I'd like to know what you want. first?" Wild
answered.
"Me want to find some of my people. Me , see
smolce and think they are here."
"The smoke fooled vou, didn't it? The chief
sent you to find some of vour own people, of
course. But inste2d of that vou have found a
whole party of palefaces who are ready to clean
out all the bad Apaches in creation."
"Me good lnjun. Me no want to fig-ht the palefaces."
"No, you look as though you don't want to
fig-ht. Why, vou are rig-ht in trim for it. What
rascally old chief is bossinl!: this job, anyhow?"
The redskin shook his head and refused to answer.
"Judson," Wild called out, "come here a minute!"
"All right," was the reply, and the cavalrvman
<1uicklv sprang over the barricade and hastened
toward them, weapon in hand.
"You know the name of the chief who L bossing- the bunch that is making- so much trouble
in these parts, don't you?"
"Yes. Chief Dry Weather is the one. He is
an old-timer, and he• has figured in more t han a
dozen different .outbreaks, so I understand. He is
a verv old fellow, too, but that doesn't make
him any more gentle in his ways."
"In.iun e-o now," s.aid the brave, suddenl y, and
he jerked upon the bridle-rein and turned his
.
lJOny.
"Not yet!" Wild exclaimed, and he quickly
sprang- forward and caught the steed by the bit.
" Before you go I want to tell you something-.
You see those rifles over there, don't vou?"
"In.iun see."
"All rig-ht, then. Behind them are men who
are looking- for Dry Weather and his g-ang-. I
want you to tell your chief when you go back.
tu come rig-ht up this way and hunt fo the scalps
of the palefaces. We are waitine- for h :m . and
feel iust like thinning- , ·,t hi<: c··~---• "

"Big Chief Drv Weather no want to . fie-ht the
palefaces."
"Oh, you will admit that he is your chief,
then?"
"Dry Weather is a good In_iun. Palefaces w.ant
to kill him, so he run awav."
"Yes, and he took about a hundred fighting,
braves with him, too, I suppose."
The Apache's face lighted up when the b"v
said this. and then Wild knew he had g-amed his
point. He h.ad merely said thllt about a hundred of the redskins were with the chief to draw
him out, and he now knew that there were not
nearly as many as that, but that the brave was
pleased to have him think there was.
"Drv Weather is a very great chief, but he d"es
not want to fig-ht the palefaces. The paleface S \ >L
diers say Drv Weather is bad, but he no b'\i.
He good lnjun. He got plenty braves with him
and they want to live in peace."
"Hear the rascal lie!" exclaimed Dick J ud>=o'\,
looking- at the Apache, contemptuously. "He
knows verv well that he's been helping old D-v
Weather to raid every settlement and a t tack
everv wal!:on-train they could come across. ThPv
haven't spared a man vet, and have caused no end
of suffering- besides the deaths they are responsible for."
"Soldier heap much lie!" cried the brave, his
eyes fl§shing.
"See here, redskin!" the cavalryman exclaimed.
"I don't like · any one to tell me I lie. You had
better take th.at back, and say that I told the
truth in what I said." ·
"The Apaches no kill the palefaces, but if the
palefaces try to kill them. then they fig-ht."
"Self-defense, eh, redskin?" Wild said, with a
laugh. "Well, that's a good one. But I am afraid
you are not telling the truth. The soldier hasn't
lied . but it is vou who are doing the lying."
. "Misler Wild," piped a voice from behind the
breastworks just then, "me likee tleat um ledskin
to a vellv nicee cil!:ar, so be."
"Never mind about it now, Hop. I know what
you are up to. You have a cigar that's loaded
with powder and you think you can have a little
fun with the Apache. But we are not in the
humor for anything- funny .iust now, so you can
leave it until some other time."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and Hop did not
even show himself.
Yount!: Wild West h~d thoug,ht it over, and he
knew quite well that nothing could be- g-ained by
holdin l!: the Indian a prisoner, so he decided to
·
let him go.
"Redskin," he said , after a short silence, "I
reckon you can l!:O now. But you iust t ell old
Dry Weather everything I have s.aid, and also
what you have seen hei:e. You can tell him that
Young Wild West is here and that he Ii.as P'Ot a
big- crowd of deadshots with him. Tell him that
we are going- to g-et him, and we won't be very
long in doing it, either."
The Apach~ listened without chang-ing- the expression of his face one bit, but the instant the
boy cea eel speaking he slapped his pony on the
flank and turned quicklv and galloped away.
"I reckon I'll hurry him along a little, Judson,"
Wild said, and then he quickly threw bis rifle to
his shoulder and, taking- a quick aim, pulled the
tri1nre1·.
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Crang ! As the report rang out the redskin let
out a yell and grabbed at his hair.
"I only clipped off a good -sized lock," the boy
said, smilingly. "That's all I intended to do. It
will make you remem.ber me all the b~tter."

CHAPTER !IL-Curing A Sick Redskin.
Darkness had been gathering rapidly since the
sun went down·, and as Young Wild West and the
cavalryman climbed over the breastworks the
stars were beginning to come out overhead. Something like .an hour after they had eaten supper
sounds were heard away to the right. Instantly
the conversation in the camp ceased, and all
hands listened. It was a sort pf singing that they
heard though it was of the monotonous sort, and
in voices that were rather ?uttural.
Here and there a squeaky voice would pop up,
and Young Wild West and his partners looked
at each other and lau.11:hed.
"Squaws is comin', Wild. Most likely they'r.'e
lookin' for Dry Weather an' his braves," Cheyenne Charlie observed. "They're mighty happy,
an' they're singin' to show it."
"That's right, Charlie." was the reply. "They're
coming here rather slowly, too. Just throw
some· more wood on the fire so we can light the
way for them. They will surely think that this
is the camp of the redskins."
The scout and Hop quicldv g athered Up some
drv branches and threw them upon the smolderir.g coals. The branches ig·nited like tinder and
soon there was a big brave going up. Meanwhile the squaws came nearer, and then from a
direction almost exactly oi::,posite to the way the
Apache brave had gone there appeared· a cavalcade consisting of a number of bony mustangs, a
yoke of oxen and probably thirty squaws and Indian children.
"Hello, there!" ·wild called out, sharply, as he
ran out from behind the barricade. "I reckon
you people have come to the wrong place. You
are looking for old Chief Dry Weather, but he
isn't here."
Consternation seized the Apache squaws, and
they beiran chattering- wildl y as they came to a
halt, while the older of the children screamed
with frig·ht imd the papooses set up a waili ng- as
though to keep an accompanime nt.
"Take your papooses ·and lig·ht out, and tell
old Dry Weather t hat Young Wild 1 West is here
and that he has a lot of palefaces who have good
rifles and plenty of ammunition, and that .Young
Wild West will be after .him before manv hour:;.
Don't forget what I am saying;" said Wild.
A squaw, badly frightened, promised that she
would not, and almost immediately they turned
away from the camp. But just then loud cries
ca1ne from the drag which the oxen had been
hauling, and the voice of an old warrior chief
cried out:
"Paleface give In.iun some medicine. H.e heap
.
much sick. Rattlesnake bite him."
"Wild, I think he's makin' believe," Cheyenne
Charlie said, sharply. "Just let me rip off that
bandage. Jest as like as not he ain't been bit
by no rattler, after all."
"Go ahead, Charlie. If he has been trying to ·

-
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deceive us for the sake of getting some li0uor, I
reckon we'll have to make an example of him.
I don't see as there's anything the matt~r with
him at all. It strikes me that he's hist as able
to walk as these squaws and children."
An angry flush came into the old redskin's
eyes as Charlie stepped up to him and' grabbed
him by the 'foot.
"Stop!" he shouted. "Paleface hurt."
But Charlie did not stop. H e quickly tore
off the bandage, and as Hop held a lantern he
saw there was no vestige of a rattlesnake bite
there, nor, in fact, was there a wound at all. A
middle-ag·ed squaw who had been watching an<l
listening- shook her head and there was a sort
of triumphant gleam in her eyes when she found
the fraud had been discovered. But she said not
a word and turned away.
"Redskin," Charlie said, a grin showing on his
tanned and weather-beat en face, ".I reckon you're
an awful sick m.an. You have got to have some
medicine, that's sartin. If you don't you'll die inside of an hour. Hop, .iest fix him up a close of
medicine."
black
small,
a
and
him
with
cup
tin
a
Hop had
bottle. He removed the cork from the latter
and, quatting down, placed it under the Apache's
nose.
"Ugh! hea_p much good," was the response, for
the bottle really contained .a small quantity of
whisky.
The clever Chinee quickly poured the contents
of the cup into his mouth.
"Swallee velly muchee quiclree!" he exclaimed.
It is doubtful if Black Dog got the full dose.
But enough of it went down his throat to answer
the purpose, and then the scout and Judson
promptly let go of him and irot out of the way.
At first Hop's victim seem!;!cl to be stunned, for
he sat up and stared around him as though he
had suddenly been bereft of his senses. · Then he
g·ave a lonp- gasp, which was quickly followed by
a yell of agony, after' which he e-ot upon his
feet and danced about as though he was doing
a war-dance about an expiring victim.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop. "Lat vellv muchee fun,
so be. Me givee nicee medicine. Lillee water,
lillee quinine, lillee led pepper and lillee whisky.
Makee sickee man well velly quickee. Hip hi!
Hoolay!"
Between the red pepper and th e bitter quinine,
the redskin certain ly had an · awful close. Probably if he had r eally beea suffering from a
rattlesnake bite it might have cured him temporarily, for it was certainly quite enough to
stir him to action. He danced about, every now
and then giving vent to a yell of anger and sneezing- between t imes, until finall y he fell exhausted
t o the ground. The squaw who showed signs of
pleasure wh en the f raud had been discovered now
came forw a rd an d started to assist to get the
rascal back upon the drag. There was a grin
on her f ace,.. t oo, which told plainly that she
was rather pleased at the way he had been
treated.
"Is 'he your husband?" Wild asked, touchingher on the arm.
"Yes. · Me Black ·Dog's squaw."
"All 1·ight. Don't let him ride anv further.
He's got to walk."
She at once stepped back, apparentlv well satis-
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fled with such an arrangement. Black Dog called for some water, and one of the others broug-ht
it to him. When he had taken a drink the burning of the pepper and bitter taste were somewhat
subdued. Then he started himself to get upon
the drag again.
"Hold on, redskin," Young Wild West said,
sternly, as he pointed his finger at him, warningly. "I reckon you are iust as able to walk as
the squaws are. You foot it the rest of the way
to Dry Weather's camp and if I hear that you
don't do as I say, something- will happen to you
the next time we meet."
"U g:h !" was the guttural response. "Paleface
boy heap much fool."
"It is you who are the fool, I reckon. The
next time you try to make out that you have
been bitten bv a rattlesnake so you can get a
drink of whisky you shouldn't try it on such
people as we are. Before I will give any medicine for a snake bite I want to see the wound."
Arietta pulled the old rascal's squaw aside and
managed to get from her that her spouse had
wound the bandage around his foot after the
halt was made and he discovered that they we1·e
near the camp of palefaces instead of the
Apaches.
"What an old fraud he is!" the girl declared.
"But he will never walk all the way, Wild. As
soon as they get out of sight of our camp he
will make the oxen drag him along again."
"If he does I will hear of it," the boy answered,
quickly. "I will give this kid a dollar, and you
can bet he will tell me the truth about it if he
ever sees me again."
An Indian boy about twelve years of age was
standing near, and Wild promptly handed him a
silver dollar.
"Now then, boy," he said, "if Black Dog· won't
walk all the wav to Dry Weather's camp I want
you to tell me about it the next time you see
me."
The Apache boy nodded, eagerly, and grabbed
the money as though it was the greatest prize on
earth.
"I reckon that will be about all," Wild said.
"We'll let them go on now."
Then our friends all stepped back, and the
party proceeded on its way, though they could
hear Black Dog swearing away at a g-reat rate
until he was out of hearing.
"Judson," said the young deadshot, slapping
the cavalryman on the back as they turned to
go around behind the barricade, "I reckon we are
not h11ving so very much trouble with the redskins so far, are we?"
"No," was the reply. "But I expect it will
come later on."
"No doubt. But just keep cool and when it
does come we will fix thinJl:S riJ1:ht, and vou can
bet on it."
CHAPTER IV.-Wild Fails to Return.
A strict watch was kept at the camp, but the
minutes flitted by and changed into hours, and
there was no signs of the Apaches making an
attack. When ten o'clock came Young Wilt! West
advised that they all seek their blankets to _get.
some sleep, with the exception of Che) enne Char-

lie, who wa to stand the first two hours' watch.
It was not lonJl,' before the c~mp was wrapoed
in silence, and everyone was, sleeping with the
exception of Cheyenne Charlie, who took turns at
sitting upon a rock and standing- up, always on
the · alert for danger. But nothing came. The
only sounds the scout could hear were the occasional call of a night-bird and the yelping of
a coyote. When he had finished his tum he
aroused Dick Judson, and then it was not longbefore he was sleeping oundly. Judson put in
his watch in the same way, for nothing disturbed
the camp in the least. It was· evident that the
redskins were afraid to come up that way in the
dark. Probably they thouJl,'ht there was a b'g
partv of palefaces there ready to mow them down
should they appear.
Jim Dart took his trick at sentry duty when the
proper time came and the situation remained just
the same. It was just four in the morning when
he awoke Young Wild West. It was not yet d wlight, but there were signs in the east that denoted its approach.
"Well, Jim," the young deadshot said, in his
cool and easv way, "I reckon it's a good time
for me to strike out. As near as we can judge,
the camp of the Apac),.es is not more than five
miles away. I can get out there and back b:;breakfast-time, I am sure, for I don't intend to
1·emain very long. If I am not back by six o'clock
you can think that something has happened to
me. Of course, you will know what to do then.
You will have to act as the circumstances permit
you."
"All right, Wild."
Then Jim assisted him in getting the sorrel stallion ready. It did not take them long, and a
couple of minutes later Young Wild West was
riding away from the camp in the direction of
the place where he knew Dry Weather and his
braves must be located. Jim did not seek the
tent at all, b1:1t waited until it was broad daylight. Then he aroused Wing, and in d-0ing so
disturberl Charlie and the cavalryman, who
promptly got up. Hop, however, snored away ':ls
though there was no such thing as danger within
a dozen miles of him.
"I reckon we mav as well wait a while afore
we start a fire to git breakfast," Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he started for a neighboring
spring· so he might wash himself. "Wild will
be back at six, all right, if he told you so, Jim."
The cook started a fire, and it was not long
before the coffee-kettle was hanging over it. Then
Charlie noticed that Hop had not shown himself
from the tent yet.
"Say, Wing," he said, a grin showing on his
face, "I reckon you had better wake that brother
of yours. He's always makin' fun of you 'cause
you sleep so much, but jest look what he's doin'
this mornin'."
'
"You wantee me wakee my blother, Misler
Charlie?" W~ng asked, innocently.
"Sartin I do. You know how he wakes you
sometil)'l.es, don't you? Now is a good chance
for you to git square with ' him. I'll tell you
what I'll do. I'll tie a rope around his ankles
an' then vou git a pail of water an' stand right
outside the tent. When I pull him out all of a
sudden :vou chuck the water on him. That will
wake him up, I reckon."
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Charlie lifted the ten fla"l slightly, for he knew
just about where the Chinaman had been lying
when he saw him last. He saw a nair- of slippers
with very thick soles upon them protruding from
the edl!.'e of a blanket, and he hastened to slip a
noose under them. Charlie worked carefully, or
he did not want to spoil the fun. He knew very
weil he could drag the Chinaman from under the
tent quite easily. When he got the noose fixed
to his liking without disturbing the Chinaman
inside, he stepped back, permitting the rope to
slip through his hands, but not attempting to
draw on it.
"Git ready, Wing," he said, in a low tone of
voice. "When I vank him out you let tlie water
go right in his face."
"Allee li,,.ht, Misler Charlie," and Win~ bel!.'an
to smile for the first time.
"Now, then," Charlie exclaimed, and then he
gave a sudden pull on the rnpe and almost fell
over backward, for instead of a Chinaman coming from under the tent there was nothing but a
blanket.
Wing did not seem to notice the difference,
however, and he threw the water, missing the
blanket by sev.:ral feet. Bang! J t.st then a
loud report rang- out, and the cook uttered a
yell and began dancing about upon the ground.
Allee samee muchee foolee, my
"!tip hi!
blother and M:sler Charlie!" a voice exclaimed,
and then from out the tent came Hop Wah, a
smoking pistol in his hand.
The fact was that Hop had awakened in time
to hear Charlie forming the plot, and he got
ready for them.
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. You no ketchee
me, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared.
Wing soon returned to his cooking, and then
i~ was not long before the incident was quite forgotten. Hop went out to see that the horses.
were all right, arid then after a good wash he
sat down and braided his queue and then decla1·ed that he was readv to fight Indians or anything else that was required of him. A little
after five the breakfast was ready, and a:; Wing
had reserved a choice bear steak to cook for
Wild when he showed up, the rest sat down ancl
ate as usual.
"You folks live well, I must say," the cavalryman declared, as Wing kept urging food upon
him. "Bear steak, hot cornmuffins and coffee
is good enough for any one. I don't see what
you needed to fry ·the bacon and eggs for. How
do you manage to carry eggs with you without
breaking them, anyhow?"
"Oh, Wing sees to that part of it," Anna
answered, with a smile. "He has a way of pjl.cking them so they can be jolted ove1· the roughest
sort of ground without breaking. Every place
we stop at where eggs can be purchased we always stuck up with them. They are about as
e;ood food as any one needs, anyhow. I get
tired of venison and bea1· meet, and partridges
and quail are no treat."
"Well, I suppose you strike plenty of beef,
' especially when you get around near a ranch."
"Oh, yes, beef, veal and mutton we sometimes
have plenty of, but not always. There are times
when we have to go three or four days with
nothing but the game we shoot."
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"I think I could manage to live that W"V,"
and the cavalryman laughed as he accepted another cup of coffee.
The sun was now up and the rays from it '"er-e
already hot. but no one seemed to mind it. Judson was Quite used to it. 2s were our frie..,ds ,
so, of course, he paid no attention to the heat. but
simply stepped to a shady place after finishing
his breakfast. Charlie looked at his watch.
"Twenty minutes to six," he said. "Wild will
bE' alonl!' putty soon. I reckon I'll climb up on
that rock there an' see if he's comin'."
As the scout started to do this Arietta picked
up . her rifle and followed him.
"I am going up, too, Charlie," she said, when
he looked back at her.
"All right, come right along. I don't care how
many comes."
"I am not going to climb up there. Charlie,"
Anna called out, shaking her head. "It looks a
little difficult."
"It won't hurt yer ii you try it, gal. It's good
exercise climbin' up sich places as this."
"I am going to help Wing clear up things."
"All _ri ght, then," and the scout led the way
and Arietta went up after him, showing that she
was quite capable of climbing rocky places.
The two reached the top of the rock and
then looked over in a direction thev knew the
Indian camp must lie. Smoke was rising in two
or three 1·ifferent places close at hand, so thev
knew the Indians must be preparing breakfast.
But nothin,e- could be seen of Wild or any one
else. However, they ccJ'Uld not see ver~ far,
anyhow, especially to be able to pick out a horse
and rider. It was a very rough stretch of country, and Wild might be coming back and within
less t_han a mile of them for all they knew. They
remamed there for about ten minutes and then
Arietta descended, looking as though she wa'l
somewhat ·worried.
"You saw nothing of him, I suppose?" Eloise
asked, anxiously, as the g;rl walked over to her.
"No. But he may be coming, for all that. The
Apaches have started fires, and no doubt they
are getting ready to eat the morning meal."
«-What are we going to do in case Wild doesn't
get back pretty soon?"
"Go and look for him," Arietta answered,
quickly.
"Not you."
"Yes; and I am going-, too. Charlie or Jim
can go with me if they like,, and I think I'll take
Hop, too, for he always manages to help a whole
lot when any one is in trouble with redskins."
"I knew she would be readv to R'O, Eloise "
Anna spoke up. "Arietta always does that, ar{d
it seems that she generally has good luck about
it, too."
'·That's because I know pretty well what to
do," Young Wild· West's sweetheart answereu
'
with a smile.
Six o'clock came and still no signs of Young
Wild West.
"Jim," said Arietta, as she turned to the boy
"he tole! you if he wasn't back by six that w~
would know what to do. Now, then, I think we
had better wait fifteen minutes more, and then
if he cloe$n't come we'll go and try to find him."
"All right," was the reply. "I think tha1; is
best."
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"We mhtht ?S well start rig-ht now." the scout
spoke up. "What's the use of waitin'? He said
if he wasn't here bv six o'clock that we had better come an' look for him."
"We'll wait fifteen minutes, Charlie," Arietta
declared, and that settled it.
The fifteen minutes seemed to be a long- time
in passing-. but when at Ieng-th the scout looked
at his watch and declared that the time was
up, Arietta was ready.
;'Come, Hop," she said. nodding- to the clever
Chinee. "Just see to it that you have got plenty
of powder and firecrackers with you. It may
be necessary to hlow up the camp of the redskins, for I can't help saying- that I think Wild
has been caug-ht bv the savag-e ."
"Allee light, Missee Alietta. Me g-ittee leddy
velly muchee quickee."
Then the Chinaman ran into the tent and came
out five minutes later, declaring- that he was well
fitted out for anything- that might turn up. He
hastened to g-et his horse. and found the scout
just buckling- the saddle-girths for Arietta. The
g-irls at once mounted, taking- her rifle with her.
She waited for Charlie and Hop, and the1,1 wavingher hand to the girls and Dart, called put:
"It's better to leave you here, Jim, so that's
why I am letting- Charlie go with me. If we
fail to turn up soon you had better let Mr.
Judson start for the post to get help."
"All right, Arietta," was the reply. "I think
it would be a good idea to do that, anyhow."
"Just as you please," and then Arietta again
waved her hand and rode away, the scout and
Hop close behind her.

CHAPTER V.-Wild Is C~ught by the Savage
Apaches.
When Young Wild West left camp he did so
with the purpose of getting close enough to the
redskins to learn how many there were of them.
Just as the sun tipped above the distant mountain range he saw smoke rising less than a quarter of a mile to the left.
"Whoa, Spitfire!" he said, gently, as he patt.ed
the noble ammal on the neck. "I reckon we ai-e
getting pretty close. We'll wait here a minute,
and then we'll go on a little further. I think
it will be a good idea to move around to the
1·ight."
.
He waited for perhaps five minutes, and then
more smoke arose from a spot close to the other.
"The redskins are up a little early this morning," the boy thought, with a smile. "Maybe
they are getting ready to come over to our camp
and make an attack. All right. I'll try and
get there ahead of them, if that's what their
game is.''
Another fire was started just then and when
he saw the smoke of it the boy nodded and then
started his horse off to the right. He had noticed a sort of gully running that way, and he
fig-ured that he might Hde around throug-h it
and get closer. to the camp so he could dismount
and leave his horse and then go ahead on foot.
It turned out just as he expected, and he succeeded in getting to within about three hundred
yards of the camp.
Dismounting-, he threw the bridle-rein over

Spitfire's head antl then after patting the animal
on the nose and bidding- him remain there, which
he knew he would. the boy climbed up a rather
steep agcent and beg-an working- his way along
toward the place he was aiming- for. He did not
have to go a great wav before he was able to
catch fig-ht of the Indian camp. Tepees had
been erected in a semi-circle, and before them the
fires were burning-. Squaws were busy preparing- the breakfast, and the scene actually looked
rather peaceful. Only here and there could a
brave be seen stirring. They never did any work,
and when their squaws were around they had
nothing- to do but to eat the food that was prepared for them and abuse them for their kindness in preparing- it.
"No dog- , anyhow," the boy muttered, when he
had taken a l!'ood view of the scene. "That's one
g-ood thinR", for there , ·ill be no barking- to let
the redskins know that any one is around. I
will go a little closer, for I want to try and count
them."
He crept forward, not making a particle of
sound, for he did not know but that there mig-ht
be sentries scattered about. He soon found that
there were, for when he was within about three
hundred feet of the camp he heard a footfall w
his rig-ht. It was followed by another, and then
the reg-ular tread of a man sounded.
Wild crouched behind a rock, holdmg his revolver in readiness, for he did not mean to let
himself be sur,.,rised. The next moment a Painted
brave, carrying a carbine over his shoulder, aopeared in view. He was stalking- along with
soldierly precision, but acted as thoug-h he w::i.s
rather sleepy. The Apache passed within a few
feet of the crouching- boy, but could not see
him. When he had gone by Wild g-ave a nod of
satisfaction and then moved on until he was
fifty or sixty feet closer. He knew he wa, within the sentry lines now, so he did not care. The
camp lay at the foot of a steep cliff, which ran
about in a half-circle. At the rig-ht lay the
deep ravine, while to the left and in front of the
place the ground was comparatively level,
tl~oug-h plentifully dotted with rocks and boulders.
It was just the sort of a place the boy liked
for what he was undertaking-. In case he should
be seen he would have plenty of chances to dodg-e
behind the rocks and shoot. Not until he was
within fifty feet of the confines of the camp did
he settle down to watch and wait. Obscured by
a big, flat rock at one side and a bunch of thorny
bushes at the other, he lay down, holding- a revolver in his hand. Presently the braves beg-art
to appear.
The old chief came out, carrying- his g-audy
head-dress in his hand and yawning and stretching himself. The squaw promptly brought him
watei:, and he made his toilet in about two minutes. Then he put a few daubs of paint upon
his face and placed the feathered head-dress
where it belonged after which he squatted upon
the blanket the squaw laid upon the g-round for
him and gave a grunt of satisfaction. He ate
rnvenously of the food that was handed him,
and drank of the coffee, too.
"That fellow is old enoug-h to know better than
to start on the warpath, I reckon," Wild thought,
shaking- his head. "He is pretty weil scarred
up, as I can see, which shoVl"s that he has !>een
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throug-h many a hard fig-ht. Well, I reckon I'll
hring- him to his sense before we g-et throu_g-h.
Hello! There comes another brave. I reckon
he must be the last one, for l can't see anv mote
lyin_g- about, and I am sure the tepees are empty
of everything- except the papooses."
"Forty-nine of them," he muttered, a little
later. "And that is countin_g- the chief. The fellow who showed up hst is the one we surpris~d
last ni.1sht, and who received the messa_g-e to the
chief from me. I wonder if he told him what I
said? But I suppose· he did, for an Indian never
fails to deliver such a messa_g-e."
Havin_g- satisfied his curiosity, Wild decided to
J?et back to his. horse and 1·eturn to the camp. But
just as he was about to crawl away a squaw and
a boy of perhaps seven came directly toward the
bunch of bushes he was crouchin_g- near. Wild
looked at the bushes and saw t11ey contained
benies.
"Ah!" l1e exclaimed. "They want to pick the
berries, do they? Well, I suppose I had better
_g-et away before thev see me."
But the child suddenly left its mother and
ran swiftly for the spot, and just as Wild startlld
to move away he was seen. The . little Apache
· utterep a cry of alarm ·and call~d excitedly to
the squaw, who ran forward in tnne to catch a
view of the voung- deadshot. She instantly let
out a yell, and then it seemed that every one in
·
the camp started to run that way. ·
"Come on, redskins!" the bov exclaimed. but not
loud enoug-h for them to hear him. "I reckon
I'll give you a good run for your money."
Back toward the g-ully he clashed, unsling-inghis rifle as he did so. As he got upon a part
of the ground where it was quite flat he was seen
plainly by his pursuers, and then several shots
were fired . The bullets whistled over his head,
and he knew that unless he got to cover quickly
he would stand a chance of being shot. Still, he
did not turn to answer the fo·e. There was a
big rock fifty yards ahead, and toward this he
turned.
But just as he was nearing it his toe caught
ag-ainst a · protruding- stone and he trjpped and
fell to the ground. But Wild did not let go his
hold upon the rifle, and though confµsed somewhat from the force of the shock he was quickly
upon his feet. Crang! crang! Two rifle shots
rany out and the bullets came so close to him that
it was a miracle that he was not hit. But hi
was upon his feet again, and making a quick
dash l1e reached the cover of the rocks. · Then he
opened fire upon his pursuers and had the satisfaction of seeing- three of them drop. This caU',ed the . rest to halt temporarily, and taking advantag-e of it he started for the g-ully ag-ain.
But there were so many of the Apaches that
it seemed that the boy was going to stand a
small chance of reaching his horse. He was not
aware of it, but half a dozen of them J1ad swung
around to the right, and they did not stop when
the firing was going- on. When he was within
probably two hund1·ed feet of the gullv he suddenly found himself confronted by half a dozen
who had got around that way ahead of him. There
,
·
was no chance to run now.
On either side of him was a steep bank, while
behind him came the ma.iority of the Apaches
and the others were directly in front of him.
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When he saw three carhinPs turned 11nm1 him at
a very short distance the boy knew that his life
was in peril. Even though l1e shonld shoot them
all before they could fire, the others would be
upon him before he could get awav.
. "Paleface boy surrender!" snoute<l a brave, and
Wild instantly recog-nized him as Black Dog-. the
fellow who had come to the camo the night before with the squaws and children.
"All riP-ht, Black Dog-." the brave ooy cried,
as, he dropped the butt of his rifle to the ground,
"I'll surrender."
Exultant yells came from the others then, and
up rushed the Apaches from behind . .. The result
was that in a very few minutes Young Wild
West was seized and disarmed. He made no
attempt to struggle, for he knew how useless
it would be.
"You have got me, redskins," he said, coolly,
· ,
"so g-o ahead with your game."
"Young- Wild West hean much afraid!" exclaimed Black Dog-, who was delighted at the capture.
"Dry Weather will burn him at the stake after
he . takes his scalp."
"It won't be the first time redskins have tried
to burn me at the stake. you sneaking- coyote."
the bov answered. his eves fl.ashing-. "I was a
little foolish in g-iving you such a chance. for I
could have g-ot away sooner if I had wanted to.
The souaw and the redskin kid spoiled my
chances. But it's all right. I have got friends
who will be here pretty soon. and then Drv
Weather and his whole irang will soon be wiped
·
out."
Sti-an_g-e to say, the Ap.aches did not handle the
boy i-oug-hly. They were much elated at the
capture, however, and they shouted joyously :;i.s
they started back to the camp with him. Before
thev got there nearly everv person belGJnP-ing- in
the camp was around him. The old chief, however
remainec\ standing in front of his tepee, and, h~
stood with folded arms as the prisoner was
brought before him.
"Ug-h !" he exclaimed as he looked at the boy
contemptuously. "Paleface boy heap much fool!"
Then Black Dog stepped up and said something
in the Apache language . .Wild could understand
enoug-h of it to know that he was telling- the chief
that the prisoner before him was Young- Wild
West, the boy who· had sent the message that
the Apaches were to be wiped out by the pale.faces. The old chief asked a few questions. and
appeared to be quite delighted at the answers
he received. He stared at the prisoner for a
moment, and then, pointing- to a tepee that was
quite near his own, orderep the braves to take
him to it, but to first bind him securely so there
would be no possible chance of his getting- away.
With buckskin thongs, two of the Braves secured
our hero's hands, and then bound his ankles together. He was dragged to the tepee and tumbled
into it in a .ii~y. and then Dry Weather appointed four men to g-uard it. The flap af the
tepee was pulled down, making it quite dark• inside, and as th€ helpless boy looked at his narrow confines he shook his head and inuttered:
"I reckon I won't be back to the camp at six
o'clock. I wonder what they will try to do? I
suppose Et will be a whole lot worried, and, as
she usually does. she will insist on coming to
look for me. Well, it's all right, arvhow. Et is
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a brav·e little g-ir!, and she has a head on her,
too, which makes her able to do a lot more than
most men could do. All rig-ht. I'll take it easy,
for I know some one will come to a1,sist me. I
hope old Dry Weather don't take a notion to Rcafo
me and burn me at the stake rig-ht. awav. If he
does I won't stand much of a chance." ·

CHAPTER VI.-Charlie Joins Wild.

.,

,

AriPtta rode along with Cheyenne Charlie and
Hop Wah, ke~,.,ing her horse at ton speed. It
was easy for them to follow the trail, for there
were many places where the g-round was rather
soft, and the hooforints showed plainly. Every
t;me they ascended a little rise they could see
the smoke coming- from the camn-fires of the
savag:e Apaches, so they were able to judg-e the
distance that lay between. They manag-ed to
g-et within a quarter of a mile of the spot without running- much of a risk of being- seen by
anv of the Indians who might be on the watch.
Then Cheyenne Charlie oog-g-ested a halt. and
Arietta promptly reined in her horse. The clever
Chinee stopped also, for he had been bringingup the rear and was watching- the movements
of the ~cout and the girls ahead of him.
"Whattee you do now, Misler Charlie?" Hop
asked, just as thoug-h there was nothing- so very
important they were trying to do, · after all.
"How do I know what I'm g-oin' to do,
heathen?" was the tart retort. "You know wl}at
we started out for, don't you?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. We wantee findee
Misler Wild."
"Well, that's what we're g-oin' to try to do,
then."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. We findee velly
muche quickee. Maybe um ledskins g-ittee Misler
Wild."
"They must have, or we would have met him,"
Arietta spoke up.
"Whattee you wantee do, Missee Alietta ?"
"I want to manage to g-et to the Apache camp
without being- seen."
"Allee lig-ht. We go !ere. len."
'\It's easy ter talk. Hop," Cheyenne Charlie said,
shrugging his shoulders. "The wav you're talkin' anybody would think that there wouldn't be
· no trouble about it at all. But I reckon I've been
throug-h this kind of business a lot of times an'
I know somethin' of what's got to be did."
"Me knowee somethling-, too, Misler Charlie .
Plenty locks and plenty bushes. Me gittee !ere
velly · muchee quickee, and um ledskins no see
me."
Hop g-ave a nod as though he thoroug-hly ag-reed
with him and then waited to hear what conclusion
his comnanions would come to. Finally Arietta
nodded to the scout and said:
"I think we had better go around and approach
the camp from another direction, Charlie."
"J'est what I was thinkin', Arietta. I was waitin' to hear yer say that. Bu.t we kin go on a little further, though, 'cause there's some high
ground layin' between us an' the redskin camp."
"Very well. We will ·go on as far as we dare
to and then we'll dismount and go the rest of the
way 011 foot."

Wheri they l'Ode on a little further they came
to the place where Wild had taken to the ravine.
It was easy to pick out tl1e hoofprints of the sorrel stallion, for the horses _ridden by the Indians
were not shod. Once they had struck the right
trail the scout was jubilant.
"Maybe they ain't got him, after all," he sa:d
to the brave girl. "He mi3"ht be hangin' around
~omewhere watchin' 'em. All we have got to do
1s to foller these here t ~·acks an' then it won't
be very long afore we'll know somcthin'."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth before a low whinny soundod close at hand. All
three l!"ave a Rtart anrl looker! in that dirPction.
But they could see nothing of the horse, though
they knew the sound h<>d come from one. Arietta rode forward quickly, and as she rounder! a
bend and entered the ravine she s1w Sp;tfire
coming- toward her at a w~ lk. But he was without a rider, and the moment the girl realized this
her heart sank within her.. Something seemed to
tell her that her boy lover h:id fallen i1"lto the
hands of the savage band ·of Indians. She rode
up to the horse, which se3med to be pleased at
meeting her and permitted her to pat him on the
neck.
"If you could only talk you could tell us so!l'e.,thing, • Spitfire," the girl said, in a low tone as
she leaned over the noble animal. "But you can't,
so there's no Ilse in thinking of such a thing.
Wild is in the Aapche camp a prisoner, I am
sure, and the thing for us to do now is to get
there and save him."
"It's too bad, Arietta," the scout said, as he
"I
came up and looked at the riderless steed.
s'pose Wild has got a little bit careless an' they've
got him. But I was thinkin' that all along, so
there ain't nothin' surprisin' about it, afte'r all.
We'll jest ride back to where Wild left Spitfire
an' then we'll see what we kin do about it."
Arietta took the bridle-rein of the sorrel and proceeded on at a walk. Charlie watched the ground
closely, and when they came to the spot where the
young deadshot had turned to 1·econnoiter and,
learn how many Indians there were in the camp,
they all dismounted.
, "I reckon if Wild thought this was close enough
to go on horseback, it's close enough for us,"
Charlie said, as he nodded to the girl.
.Arietta gave an answering nod, and then looked
upwa11d to find a way to reayh the top of the
short ascent.
"We had better tie the horses, or one of 'em,
anyhow," Charlie said, and then he proceeded to
make his own steed fast to a tree with a lariat.
The others, of course, would. remain there, since
the animals were in the habit of .,being together.
Meanwhile, Arietta had started up the steep
bank. Hop waited until Charlie was 1-aady, and
then he followed her, the scout coming on behind. When they got to the top they were unable to see the camp of the Indians, though
smoke was rising but a short distance away, and
they knew they were very close to it. Stoppingwhere they were they listened, and the sounds
they heard told plainly that there was much joy
among the redskins. The hoarse, discordant
shouts of the braves, mingled with the chattering
of . the squaws and the shrill voices of the children.
"They're holding a pow-wow, I reckin," Charlie
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s aid, after a pause. "Most likely settlin' on how served itJ such a- ca pacity so there wan really
they're goin' to kill Wild. But I reckon he ain't nothing to worry about on that - score.
Ch~rlie moved a round t o the left and gradual•
goin' to be killed, not to-day, anyhow. It's too
early in the mornin' for any sich business at ly crept in closer t o the camp. We was watching
the Indian he had seen doing guard duty all the
that."
Arietta said nothing to this, but the look of time, and waiting for him £o go the length of his
determination on her prettv face told plainly that beat in the opposite direction, he slipped forward
she thoroughly agreed with him. She now led and got over to the other side _of the sentry line.
the way, and Charlie did not seem to mind it in But luck was again st him, it seemed, for it hapthe least, for he had the utmost confidence in the pened that one of the Apaches was coming to regirl's ability. It was not long before they reached Ji eve the guard, and the first thing the scout knew
a spot from which they could see pretty well what he almost ran into tbe redskin as he stepped
was going on in the camp. Nearly all the braves from behind a r ock.
"Ugh!" grunted the savage, .showing no little
.. were grouped before the old chief's tepee but the
squaws and children were going about as usual. surprise. "Paleface heap much-- "
That was all he. said, for the scout had him by
When they finally located a tepee close to that of
the chief and saw fow: braves guarding it, it :was the throat in a twinkling, shutting off his wind
easy for them to guess that Wild was held a pris- and preventing him from giving the alarm. The
savage was a powerful fellow, but Charlie - was
oner there.
•~Well, Arietta," said the scout, shaking his as strong as he and twice as desperate, just
head, "I reckon it's goin' to be a mighty hard then. Keeping a tight grip upon the- fodian's
time for us to git to that there tepee. Wild's in throat, he reached for his knife all t he time press•
it, that's sartin, but we couldn't never git there ing his foe back against the steep bank. The
without bein' seen, unless somethin' happens to brave kicked and grabbed ou t wild"· with his
draw the attention of the redskins away from it. hands, and before Charlie could dray~ t he knife
I s'pose Hop might make some kind of an ex- he managed to get an arm around his neck.
plosion an' do that. The only way for us ter Choking ·and gaspi ng, he fought wildly for his
do is to let Hop stay on this side while we git liberty and in spite of himself Charlie was
around to the other side. He kin wait long dragged to the ground. But never once did he reenough ter give us a chance to git there, an' lease his hold upon the throat of his enemy.
"Consarn yer!" he exclaimed in a low tone of
then he kin blow up somethin' an make a big
voice. "You're makin' a heap of trouble it seems.
noise."
"That's right, (::harlie," and the girl gave a nod But I'll fix yer !"
Just then the Indian broke the grip slightly
of approval.
"You understand what you have got to do, and managed to get a fairly good breatJl. This
Hop," Charlie remarked, as he nodded to the strengthened him somewhat and he fought with
such a desperation that Charlie was compelled
·
Celestial.
"Me undelstandee, Misler Charlie. Me velly to seize him with the other hand . . Considerable
sma'l:tee Chinee. Me makee velly biggee bang, so noise was made, of course, and fearing that it
might attract the attention of the guard who was
be. Gittee biggee fireclacker."
"All right, but see to it that they don't ketch about to be relieved Charlie began pounding the
redskin's head against the ground in ,the hope of
you when they come runnin' this way."
"Me fixee lat allee light, ·Misler Charlie,. Me rendering him uncon scious. He had just about
succeeded in doing this and was drawing his
no lettee um Jedskins ketchee me." ,
"Don't let 'em see you run toward the horses, knife to put the fini shing touch to him when the
other Indian broke upon the sceJ)e. The moment
either."
Hop shook his head, declaring that he would he saw the white man about to slay one of his
companions the fellow open ed his mouth and let
not.
"I s'pose," and the scout shrugged bis soulders out a loud shout of warning. Then he pounced
and looked at the girl, "it would be better for us upon Charlie a nd sent him rolling upon his back.
•. ter go different ways. Then we would stand a A quick grab and the kn ife was taken from his
better chance, 'cause if we was together an' got han<l, _too and t~en before he c:0uld do anything
caught there wouldn't be no ch ance of gittin' Cha1l_1e was fo1ced back an? the knees of the
.
• red ~km presse~ hard up?n h1s_ stomach.
Wild away from the redskins."
The o_the1· qmckly _rega11:ed his breath and can:ie
"Very well, Charlie. You go to the left and I
Charlie .
will go to the right. I think I can manage to staggermg to assist his preserver.
. get around there. If w~ can once get behind the fou~ht desper~tely and managed. to throw the
Apaches who are doing guard duty it will be ,all I i:ichan from l11m. Be before he could. get upon
right. I see one of them walking back and forth his feet the other struck him on the side of the
head with the butt of a heavy revolver, and down
not more than a hundred yards ahead."
"Yes, I seen him when we first got there. I he went, stunned from _the blow. When the- sc~ut
could easy fix him all right. My knife is mighty came to a couple of mmutes later he found _h1m sharp, an' it seems to be itchin' to git between a self surrou_nded by a score or more of parn~ed
redskin's ribs. But I won't do nothin' like that Apache braves. Two of them were busy tymg
unles~ I can't help it, He might let out a •-ell his hands wi_th b~ckskin thongs a:1d he knew it.
was all up with him as far as gettmg away fro~
.
in spite of anything I could do."
Charlie turned to Hop and then told him to them was concerned.
"You have got me, you red varmints!" he exgive -them a good chance to get around close t0
. the tepee they knew Wild must be confined in be• claimed w.r~ithfully. for he did not seem to be
a great deal frightened at being in such a posif ore he did anything. ,
But it was not the first time the Chinaman had tio"' . "Pu t vo11 won't keep me very long. J wasJ1't
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bom to be nut out of the world by sich a gang
as vou are."
At this one of them kicked him in the ribs and,
losi11g his temper completely, Charlie made a d'!Sperate struggle to break his bonds. But he simply wasted his strength, and the Indians derided
him ani kicked at h' m all the more. At length
· he realized how fooli sh it was to act that way,
and became very quiet.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Black Dog, a s he leaned
over him and slapped his face. "Paleface laugh
when t he Ch;nee g-ive lnjun medicine last night.
Now Black Dog will laugh."
"Go on an' laugh; you sneakin' varmint. I believe in laughin' when my turn comes. If it's
your turn now, go ahead an' do it. Mine will
come a little lat er, see if it don't."
They now fo r ced him to hi s feet and halfdragged him into the camp, followed by a howling mob of r edskins, the squaws and children
joini.Dg in. As h e had don e when Wild was taken
into the camp a short time before, old Dry
Weather stood h.efor e his tepee with foltled arms,
looking calmly upon the scene. There was an
exultant gleam in his eyes, howevei-, snd when
the scout was brouv.bt to within a few fe et of him
and stood erect before him he gave a nod and
said:
"The braves of Dry Weather a r e very smart.
They have got another nalefac 0 who came to find
where the boy was. More will come, and soon
we will have them all. When the sun set s tonight their scalps will hang at the top of Dry
Weath er's tepee, and they will be burned alive.
Dry \'4eather has spoken."
Charlie felt a little relieved when he heard
that .the burning . at. the stake was not to take
place until sunset. It would be quite a Iring time
before that and much might occur. Still it was
quite probable that D ' ck Judsan wovld start to
ride to the post to bring the cavalrymen t o catch
the redskin s and that meant tha t J im Dart and
Arietta, wit h the assistance of Hop, would be
all he cou 1d depend upon. He f elt glad that
Arietta had not come with him now for it seemed
as though she would mana ge to keep from being
discovered by the Apaches, and, after all, she
might do something.
These thoughts were flitt irg through the scout's
mind as he was hustled to the very t ep ee in which
our hero lay in a helpless condition. The four
guards had not left the spot durin g the excitement, and one of them pushed a side the fl,,ip of
the .ten~ so Charlie could be taken in side. Blaclt
Dog followed him, and a s he was push ed in he
gave him a kick that sent him sprawling upon
his face. Charlie was very an gry, of course, and
he said a few things th~ were not at nll complimentar y to his foes. rte did n ot see Wild a~
first, but a wor d from him caused hi s anger to
subside instantly.
"Take it easy, Charlie," the young deadshot
said. coolly. "You are no worse otl' than I am.
So they got you, eh?"
"I i·eckon they did, Wild. If I'd only been a
little quicker it would have been all right. But
I ran slam-bang into one of the redskins as he
came from behind a rock, an' the only thing I
could do was ter grab him by the throat to keep
him from yellin'. I was handlin' him all right
wlv'n iuiother come along, an' then I got a clip

alongside the head which sent me to sleep for a
minute or two. When I come to they had me. But
what's· the use talkin' about it? How did they
git you?"
The young deadshot briefly told how he had
been caught by the savages, and then he asked
about Arietta and the rest. But before Charlie
could say anything one of the Apaches thrust his
head into the tepee and began making ugly grimaces at the two.
"Git out of here!" Charlie exclaimed, trying to
break his bonds and get at the fellow.
"Easy, Charlie,'' cautioned Wild. "Don't pay
any att ention to them. You ought to know )Jy
this time that the more notice you take of them
when they are taunting you the worse it is."
"I know it, Wild," and the scout shook his head
sadly. "But if I only had my hands free jest
now I'd sartinly git out there an' •wipe out' a few
afore they knowed it."
The Indian kept on tantalizing them, but final,
ly the scout took Wild's a dvice and the flap of the
tent dropped again, leaving them to themselves.
Then Charlie told, in a low tone of voice, that
A1·ietta and Hop were close at hand and the
spirits of the young deadshot rose fifty per cent.
"Et will save us, see if she's don't!'' was his
declaration.

CHAPTER VIL-Wild and Charlie are Forced
to Dance.
Arietta wa·s dismayed when she discovered that
Cheyenne Charlie had been captured. But it was
only temporary for the brave girl quickly decided to stick it out and not only save Wild, but
Charlie, too. However, she had a very difl' cult
task ahead now, and thought it advisable to wait
a while. From behind some bushes she watched
and saw Charlie dragged to the camp . She kept
on watching until he was taken into the same tepee she knew Wild must be confined in, and then
the girl set out to get back to Hop. She feared
that he might go ahead and create an explosion,
even though he must surely know what had befallen the scout. Thi s she did not want him to
do, for they must now· wait until a good opportunity came. The girl took considerable risk as
she hurried a r ound to join the Chinaman, but
fortunately she was not observed by any of the
Apaches, and she found him exactly where she
had left him a shor t tim€ before. Hop was in a
state of excitem ent, but wh en he saw the girl
coming he br ightened up instantly.
"Whattee we do now, Missee A1ietta?" he a sked,
in a whi sper, a s she sat upon the ground near
him.
"We must wait until a good chance comes,
Hop," Arietta ans wered, shaking her head. "\Ve
must let them quiet down, and then when they
are lea st expecting it we will go to the rescue.
It is too bad Charlie got caught. I don't see how
it coulrl have happened. But he is a prisoner,
along with Wild now, and that we know."
"Too muchee bad, so be, Missie Alietta," and
Hop shook his head sadly.
"Yes; but don't give up hope. We must rescue
Wild and Charlie. Keep that in your mind all
the time, but be very careful, for if the Indians
should happen to catch us, too, it would be all
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up with us. Jim could do nothing alone, and I own langual!'e to the effect that he was willil\g
suppose the cavalryman has gone to ·carry the to wait until noon before the sacrifice sh<rald
news to the army post. What is done must be be made. and this somewhat apoeased the memdone by us, Hop. Just remember that."
bers of the council. Arietta cou)Jl not undersb.1I1d
"Me leme'fnber velly muchee, Missie Alietta."
what was said , but it did not take her long to
"See that you do. Now, then. I think we can come to the conclusion that the chief had "l'l"'On
get a little closer so we'll be able to see bet~er the argument.
"Hoo," she said, in a low whisper, "they are not
what is l!"Oing on. It seems that the old chief
does not intend to slay his prisoners just yet. going to burn them at the stake now, and that
If he should attempt to do it I am going to shoot is a good thing. I don't know just when they
as long as I am able to pull a trigger. Wild intend to do it, but I am sure they will never
and Charlie shall never be killed by these sav- succeed."
"Lat light. Missee Alietta. Ley no killee Misages."
·
"Lat light, Missie Alietta. Me allee samee ler WiM and Misler Charlie," the Chinaman :reblowee uppee um whole camp, so be. Me gottee torted, with a determined shake of his head.
Presently 'Arietta's fears arose again. One of
plentv fireclackers."
"Have one of them ready, for you can't tell the br&ves before the tepee made another proposition, though iust what it was she did not know.
but i>ny moment you might want to use it."
"Me gottee leddy, so be," and Hop showed her But when she saw the chief nod his head in the
affirmati"ll'e it occurred to her that, after all, lhey
one that he held in his hand.'
Arietta now led the way and crept along until might intend to kill their prisoners right away.
~he l!"Ot behind a pile of rocks and boulders that The chief talked for a few minutes, and then
l'iad been heaped there bv some freak of nature. the council broke up, all apparentlv satisfied. The
T,e nearest of the tepees was somethinl!" _like fact was that one of the braves had suggested
forty feet away, so bv peering through the chmks to bring out the prisoners and torture them for ·
between the rocks she was able to see pretty a while, after wRich they would take them back
well. It would not do to put her head around ir, the tepee and wait until the time for the exethe rocks, for she would be seen almost inst_antly. cution should arrive. It would be a long time
This the girl knew onlv too well, so she chd not before noon, for it was still early in the morninp;,
take any such risk. Hop found a place where and they wanted something to amuse them.
Dry Weather led the wav to the tepee that was
he could look through, too, and then the two
remained there for fifteen minutes, during which being guarded by four of his warriors, and the
time there was a S" rt of pow-wow being held braves of the council followed. Oth-ers who had
not been in the pow-wow at all came up and
before the old chief's 'tepee.
looked on eagerly. Some of the squaws. came,
Dry Weather was the central figure in this, of too, and then it was but natural
that the children
course. He was so.uatted upon a red arn.l green should
The old chief said something to
blanket which had been spread upon the ground one of follow.
the guards, and then he quickly pushed
by his ~Quaw, and as many_ as ten of h_is favorite aside the flap of the tent and
peered in.
warriors squattecl around m a semi-circle. The
"U ?h !" he said . "Palefaces heap much afraid.
old chief talked in his own language, and every They want to come out in the sun?"
now and then the braves would · give utterance
"We'll come out all right, )'ou old scoundrel!"
to something like a cheer. Meanwhile, several Young Wild WElst answered,
in his cool and easy
of the braves were guarding the outskirts of the way. "Just g-ive us a chance."
camp.
The old chief ;.:ave utterance fo a guttural
But Arietta and Hop were safely within the laugh, and then, drawing a hunting-knife from
lines~ so there was little or no danger of them his belt. dropped upon his knees and crept into
being discovered unless some of them happened the tepee. When Wild and the scout saw him
to come that way. But there was nothing in the coming that way their first thought was that he
way of bushes there, so thev we_re not discovered meant to murder them while they lay helpless.
as Wild had been bv the Ind1ar. boy and the -But when they found that he meant to cut the
squaw." The chief and his council kept on talk- bonds that bound their ankles together thev were
ing, and i!E was not long before Ariet~a. discovered somewhat relieved. When he had done this, Wild
that there was a difference of opm1on among quickly got upon his feet, even though his hands
them. Finally, one of the braves arose to his were secm·ed by a buckskin thong. Charlie folfeet and pointing to the tepee in which the two lowed his example, and when the chief had backed
prisoner~ \\1ere confined, said, dropping ~he out, the young deadshot followed him, saying as
Apache lang·uage and speaking in as good English he did so:
as he could command:
"Come on, Charlie. They want us to come out
"Dry Weather is a great chief, but if he waits in the sunlight, and I reckon you will be just
too long the paleface soldiers will come. and as well off out there as in here."
there will be no one to burn at the stake. Eagle
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout said, just as
Tail say scalp the palefaces now and burn them. though there was nothing like a terrible rlanger
Then the Apaches will have a war-dance and be threatening him.
ready for .the soldiers when they come."
By this time nearlv every man, woman and
The old chief gave a slight nod and then looked child in the camp, save those doing guard-duty,
at the rest. One after the other they spoke up, were gathered at the spot. Watching them from
and Arietta felt a chill come over her when she behind the pile of rocks, Arietta quickly decided
knew that the majority were for burning the. that it would be extreme foolhardiness to attempt
two prisoners at the stake right away. But a rescue just then. She warned Hop to keep
Dry Weather was the boss, and he did not seem quiet and wait and see what the savages intended
to want to do it. He talked with them in his to do. It was not long thev had to wait. for
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presentlv tlie old chief caused the two orisoriers
"Oh, we .kin stand it a ll right. If that's t he
to sta"lf! before him, and then tlwowing out his worst thing that's goin' to happen it won't amount
chest and putting: on a majestic air, he said:
to much."
.
Then Charlie turned to walk to the shadv spot
"Young Wild \¼>st heao much brave. He has
shot many Apaches, though he is but a boy. The which was not more than ten feet distant. But
day h<>s come when he will die and go to the he was instantl y seized by two of the braves and
haDDY hunting-ground of the palefaces. When pulled back.
"The paleface dog wants t o sit down, does he?"
the sun shines straight over his head, Dry
Weather will take his ·s calo from his head. Th,;m old Drv Weather asked, sarcastically.
"I don't know as there's any use of standin'
the i:aleface bov will be tied to a stake and the
brush ~md wood will be piled high about him. up there," Charlie retorted , quickly.
"The paleface must dance, and the squaws
When Drv Weather g-ive the word the squaws
will light the pile and he will burn until he is will make him dance."
The scout showed signs of uneasiness when
dead. The paleface man," turning to Charlie,
"·has shot many Aoache braves. His scalp shall he heard this, for he knew what was likely to
be taken, too, and he shall be burned at the happen next. The old chief then said something
to one of his council, and the result was that
stake."
"Why don't you wait till sunset, chief?" the , the latte1· quickly called half a dozen squaws to
young deadshot asked, looking at the old_ scoun- the front. · Then he told them, in the Apache
tongue, to go and cut long switches from the
- drel coolly .
that happened to be close by. Gleefully
"Dry Weather has changed his mind. His thicket
they ran to obey, and in a very few minutes
braves want the palefaces to die when the sun they
returned equipped in a way that meant J10
is highest."
g-ood for the scout. Wild exnected to undergo the
"Oh, I seef Well. all right. We haven't as long same treatment, but it was not the purpose of
to live as I thought, but while we are here we'll . the redskins just then.
make the best of it. But I t hink vou are making
Charlie was. seized and dragged to a level spot
a mistake, chief. Yott have bareiy fiftv men at
your command, and when t he cavalry comes you of ground rig·ht close to the chief's tepee, and
will soon be slaughtered. You can't hope to re; then the squaws surrounded them, flo urishing
main long on the war-pa th, for the soldiers from their long· whips.
"The paleface dog will dance," was the edict
the posts a:re as thick as the leaves on the trees."
"Ugh!" exclaimed Dry Weather, his eyes flash- of Dry Weather.
He gave a nod to the squaws, and then the
ing. "The Apaches are not afraid of the palefaces. They have plenty guns , and they can shoot whips cut the scout about the ankles.
"Dance!" roared the chief.
as good as the palefaces. Dry Weather· will
Charlie was compelled to jump up anu down
never surrender. This land was given to the
Apaches by t.he great medicine man in the sky, to escape the whips as much as possible, and he
and the palefaces have taken it from them. But actually did dance. The braves hooted and yelled
it will not be manv moons before the Apaches and began dancing .a bout him in a uniform way,
as they do when engaged in one of their barwill have the land again, and the scalps of all
the palefaces will be hanging from the belts of baric celebrations. The buckskin th.ong about
the braves who fight for the land which is theirs:." the scout's lower extremities protected him someThe old chief seemed to be able 'to speak Eno-- what, but even then the cuts he received ware
lish quite well, though occasionally he would anything but pleasant.
"Stop it, you she-cats!" he xoared , as his
drift into the st.vle of his race. But while on
the reservation, m1der probation, he had been temper got the best of him. ''If my hands was
gi\-en instructions by a schoolteacher, and he had only untied I'd send the whole lot of you sprawlbeen- quick to learn. It was the same with many in' in no time. Stop it, I say!"
of his braves, and really there was not one of
But this only caused them to treat him more
them who could not understand English and rnughly, and he got in from all sides, while he
speak it well enough to be understood. Arietta continued to jump up and down. Ari~tta was
could bear everything that was said, of course, trembling with excitement now. While s'he knew
fot she was but a short distance away. She the scout would- easily live through it, provided
feared that some of tlie Indians mig-l1t corne that they did nothing- worse, she could hardly restrain
wav, and held her r.evolver in 1·eadiness in case herself from opening· fire on the redskins, . B'.1t
they did, while Hop crouched near her, a match she managed to keep cool, knowing trt!lf it wou'id
in one hand and a big, homemade fir ecracker in spoil all chances of the rescue if she interfered.
the other. But such a thing· did not happen. Charlie soon found it to his advantage to keep
The girl and the Chinaman were left to them- his mouth closed, and when he had been forced
selves, and almost within reach of the two cap- to jump up and down for fully five minutes the
tives thev were forced to remain quiet.
squaws grew tired of using the whips and gradu"Wild," said the scout, "I s'pose we may as ally ceased.
well set clown. There's some shade over there
Then the scout dropped to the ground and
by that rock, so we'll go an' set down, since they rolled about as though he was suffering greatlydon't want us to stay in the blamed old tepee from the cuts he had received. Of coul"Se, he was
any longer."
in pain, to a certain extent, but not nearly as
·
"That's right, Charlie. But I believe the old bad as he made out. ·T he chief spoke a few
chief said we wer-e to come out in the _sunlight. w.ords, and then some of the young-er g·eneration
Maybe he thinks the sun shining upon our bare came forward and began kicki;ng and slapping
heads might to1'ture us a little. But I reckon we the helpless man. But Charlie bore all this in
are so used to it that it won't hurt us much."
silence, and soon they desisted. Leaving him
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hing- on the ground, the .old , chief now turned
his attention to our hero.
_
"Young Wild West must dance, too," he said,
a fiendish smile on his scarred and ugly face.
"I was expectin!!' it, Dry Weather," was the
cool reply. "Go ahead and have your fun. My
tum .will come later on."
·
·
· The squaws were again called up with their
whips, and Wild was put thr'ough' a similar performance to that of the scout. But he was not
beaten half as bad, for the squaws were pretty
well tired out, and the switches they had were
broken an<l bent. The cuts stung- him somewhat,
but he did not seem to mind it, and finally when
they got throug-h he was permitted to stand on
his feet, while several of the Apache children
came forward and threw stones and sticks at
him.
They might have kept this up long-er if a stone
had not struck the old chief on the knee. It hurt
him considerable, and he at once. ordered the
mother of the child to administer a thrashing- to
him, which was promptly done. Then he retired
to his tepee, and the fun ceased for the time.
The redskins had received no orders f.rom the
c)1ief, but thev seemed to think that it was advisable to take the two prisoners back to the
tepee, which they promptly did. Arietta breathed a sigh of rel'ief when she saw this ·done, and
she felt that the time would soon come when
she might effect the rescue she was so anxious
for.
CHAPTER VIII.-The Cavalry Detachment.
,

A short time after the two prisoners had been
taken back into the teoee, Dry. Weather· came
out again. He did not seem at all surprised
wh!;)n he found Young· Wild West and Cheyenne
Charlie were not there; and when he looked over
at the tepee and saw that it was well guarded by
the same four braves he gave a guttural g-runt
of satisfaction. Then he sat down upon his
blanket and called for one of the Apaches to
come to him.
"Yellow Fox must go and find out how many
palefaces are over there," he said, pointing- in the
direction of the camp of our friends.
The redskin nodded and appeared to be pleased at his a§sig-nment. The old chief said no more,
but filled his pipe with tobacco and proceeded to
smoke, while Yellow Fox quickly g-ot his mustang
and, mounting-, rode swiftly away from the camp.
Ile went by the rou,te that had been used the night
before .by the squaws, and hence he did not come
acr-0ss the horses of our friends.
Yellow Fox prided himself on · being a great
scout, and every half mile of the journey he came
to a halt and, dismounting, would climb to some
high elevation and. look about. But he could
not see Young .Wild West's camp, for it was
hidden from view. He continued on, and when
be was getting pretty close to the camp near
the bank of the river he turned and rode to the
right of it, ascending a hig·h hill. As he reached
the top of it he gave a sudden start, for riding
away to the right he saw a cavah::yman. It was
Dick Judson, as the reader might suppose. Judson had remained at the camp until Jim Dart
was .well satisfied that Young Wild West bad
been captured by the savages, and now he was

lo

g-oing to trv and reach the post. When Yellow
Fox saw him he realized rig-ht awav tl1"t the
horseman was e:oing- for help somewhere. It was
but natur~l that he should think it advisalJle to
P~rvent him from doing so. so he at once turned
his horse and started in pursuit.
The crafty Indian knew that he should be able
to cut the cavalryman off before he had gone
more than a couple of miles. so he rode swiftly
along-. a;1d the. driving ~eing fairly good he !2'r-adually irnmed. It was Just about two miles and
a. half from the point where he had first seen
him that Yellow Fox emerg-ed from behind · a cliff
and came almost face to face with Judson. Tha
cavalryman was astounded, for he had not expected to meet a redskin just then. B;it he auickly drew his heavy revolver and fired. Th~ lJullet
took effect in the right arm of the Apa-::he and
caused him to drop the revolver he me,,nt to
shoot the cavalryman with. But he was not
done yet. . Yellow Fox was cornered, and an
A;pache w1ll fight to the bitter erid under such
circumstances.
With his left hand he drew his hunting-knife
-~nd rode toward Judson's horse, bent upon mak~ng short work of the man. Crack! The cavah-yman fired again, and this time Yellow Fox threw
up his hands and tumbled from his horse.
"I'n:i a mighty lucky man!" exclaimed Judson,
speakmg aloud, as he realized that it W"S all
over with the Ap·ac)le. "That fellow evidently
saw me as I was riding along, and he intended
~o kill ine so I couldn't get away. Well, it was
m. self-defense, anyhow, so I'll .iust take care
of that gun of his and then I'll go on. I have
an idea that a detachment has been sent out to
look for me before this, for I was told to come
right back to the post and get there be.fore sunrise. Things are in a bad way out there. and
I fear that Young Wild West mav have been
killed. . What may happeri to Cheyenne Charlie
and. that brave girl I hate to imagine. Then,
ag·am, look at those at the camp. Jim Dart is
a brave boy, and he. might be able to keep the
redskins off _for a while. But it would only be
for a short time at the most, for there are easily
fifty savage Apaches on the warpath, and they
would not hesitate to kill and scalp the whole
party. I must be away at once, and I only hope
that I may meet some of the boys coming to look
for me."
·
·
. Then Dick Judson rode on, his lips drawn
. tightly toP."ether and an expression of worriment
showing on his face. Mile after mile he covered.
and at length when he was forced to halt in
order to give his horse a breathing- spell he dismounted and shook his head sadly.
"If I only had a fresh horse now," he declared
"I could keep right on going. But i have o-ot t~
use Judgment. This hor.s e was nearly fagg;d 01,Lt
yesterday, and he hasn't recovered from it yet."
He halted for fully ten minutes, and then· just
as he was a~out to mount he h~ard the sounds
ef hoofbeats m the distance.
"Some of the boys are coming!" he exclaimed.
"It is not ~ndians, I am sure, for the horses I
hear gallopmg this way are sh'ld."
Leaving his horse· standing in the shade of a
giant rock he ·ran around and quickly scrambled
u~on it. Then, much to his joy, he dete<\ted t.he
glitter of st.1?el si1owing from a cloud ,;,f dust.
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Gradually the forms of horses and riders showed
before him, and then he gave utterance to a loud
shout of joy, for a score of cavalrymen were
coming that way. Judson slipped around close
to his horse again, and then fairlv danced with
joy. In a few seconds thev came in view. and
tl~en the cavalryman let out a shout. Some of
the party heard him and looked that way, and
,vhen they saw the lone cavalryman standing
there by his horse a cheer went up.
1 A
few seconds later and the partv was at :1
halt, while Dick Judson was hurriedly telling
his story. A young lieutenant, whose name was
Marley, was in charge of the detachment, ar,d
when he <had Questioned t he cavalryman a little
he gave a nod of sati sfaction and said:
"You will 'take us to the camp of Young Wild
West ri!!'ht away, Judson. You say there are
two ladies t here with a boy and a Chinaman, but
that they are well protected by a banicade. Even
though they are apparently well protected they
would stand no chance· if a dozen or more of the
Apaches should creep up and attack them. Come
on. We must not delay. \\1hen we have found
a means of protecting those at the camp we will
at once set out and look for the others."
Judson nodded his approval to this, and then
off rode the cavalrymen. When the cavalrymen
reached the scene of the brief fight between Jud- ·
son and Yellow Fox they came to a halt. The
redskin lay as he had fallen, for the second shot
Judson had fired had killed him almost instantly.
When he had caused the body to be examined,
Lieutenant Marley gave the word to rode off
again, so away went the cavalrymen, their equipments jingling and their uniforms shining brightly in the sunlight. On they rode, and in due
time they reached the bank of the river, and then
it was not long- before they were at the camp.
When Jjm Dart saw them approaching he
shouted and waved his hat, while Anna and Eloise
broke into cheers. Jim Dart had been worrying
n~ a little, ~s might be supposed, and, of course,
A'.nna and Eloise were excited over what had
taken place, for _they both feared that Young
Wild West had been slain by the Indians and that
Charlie, Arietta and Hop would al so prove victims. Lieutenant Marle y, though he was a rather
young man, seemed to have a pretty good head
on him. He listened to everything- that Dart had
to say, and finall y he nodded to him and said:
"You should know more about this business
than I do. If Young- Wild West were here he
could certainly offer some advice. Now, then,
what do you say ? "
"There is only one thing to do, lieutenant," Jim
an·s wered, quickly.
"You mean that we should ride right for the
Apache camp, I suppose?"
"Yes. What else can we do?"
"Nothing. All right, we'll do as you suggest.
But I hardly think it advisable to leave you and
the ladies here. Why can't you leave this place
and come with us?"
"That would cause a delay, lieutenant."
"I know that. But four of my men can be
detailed to come along with the ladies and the
pack-horses."
"Very well. We will leave here, then."
The ·lieutenant then ordered some of hh, m •.~n
to assist Jim in getting ready to break camµ. \\ ing

was so used to takin!!' down and putting- up the
tent that he was alm,1 st able to do it alone. But
with the ample help he had it did not take very
long, and in about fifteen minutes the two packhorses had been loaded and they were all ready
to set out for the camp of the Apaches.
"Dart," said th e lieutenant, as he rode aloni:r
at the side of Jim, '·Private Judson has told a
remarkable story. 1 would like to know whether
·he has exaP-gerated it any."
"What did he tell you?" Jim asked, looking at
him with a faint smile. •
"In the first place, he told me that you people
refused to leave here late vesterday afternoon
and set out for the post with him."
"That is quite true."
"Why did vou do that?."
"Wild thoug·ht it a dvisable to remain where we
were. He thought Judson's horse wouldn't be
able to do much traveling through the night, for
the animal was fagged out when he arrived ."
"I see. That is one th ing Judson told me. But
is it true that after taking an Apache spv a
prisoner Young Wild West let him go?"
"Yes, that's true. too."
"Arni did Young Wild West send a message to
the chief to the effect that he was g-oing- to take
a party over there and wipe out the whole crowd
of Apaches?"
"That's just what Wild told the redskin to tell
the chief."
"Remarkable, I should say," and the lieutenant
shook his head. "I don't see why Young Wild
West did not hold the redskin a Prisoner.''
"Wild usually does as he thinks best," Jim •
answered, rather coldly.
"And you think that no matter what he does
it is for the best, eh?"
"I certainly do."
"I must sav that I differ with vou."
''. There is no harn1 in you doing that, lieutenant."
"Of course not. But see what it has brought
us to now."
"I can't see that it made us a bit worse."
"Perht> ns it didn't. But why did Young Wild
West go alone this morning to spy upon the camp
of the red skins ?"
"Don't you think that's the proper thing to
do?"
The lieutenant seemed to be getting a little
mixed up, and he shrugged his shoulders without making a reply right away. Finally he said:
"It might have been all right to do such a
thing, provided there was a partv sufficiently
strong to make an attack upon the Apaches. But
what could Young Wild West expect to do after
he had found out just how many there were of
the Indians? Surely his two partners and Judson
could do nothing."
·
"I don't know about that. You must remember that the girls can fight, too."
The lieutenant turned and looked at Anna and
Eloise and then laughed lightly.
"They might be able to shoot very well, but
I hardly think they would do much with a horde
of savages yelling and shooting at them."
"You saw what kind of a camp we had, lieutenant. Don't you think we would have been
able to hold t hat for some little time?"
"Possibly. But you seem to forget that Dr~
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Weather is one of the worst of the minor chiefs
of the Apache tribe , and that he has got about
as bad a gang with him as could be possibly picked up on the whole reservation."
"Oh, that may be rhrht. But all redskins are
the same when they are on the warpath. A
bullet will stop a bad one iust as quick a s it
will one who is half good."
"But see what has come of i1;."
"What has come of it?" Jim asked, sh 1rply.
"Why, undoubtedly th.:!Y have killed YoungWild West before this, and probablv Ch eyenne
Charlie has suffered the same fate, wlule the
young lady is no doubt a captive in Dry Weather's camu at this very minute."
"That being the case, there was another who
went with them, you know."
"Another! Who was it?"
"Hop Wah, the clever Chinee."
.
"Humoh !" and the lieute11,ant appeared to oe
dis.e:usted. "If a Chinaman went along he, too,
must be dead long before this."
"I don't think so, lieutenant. I believe they
are all alive. They may have been captured, as
you say, but when we get through. we'll find them
all alive. I couldn't be made to believe any other
way, so you could talk for a week and you
wouldn't convince me."
The lieutenant, who seemed to feel his position somewhat, looked pityingly at the boy, but
did not deign to say anything further. It wa<;
evident that he meant to be very cautious, however, for when they got to within a mile of the
Indian camp, which could easily be located by
the smoke from a fire that was burning there, he
called a ha! t.
"We'll wait until the tailenders get up with
us," he said to Jim.
"All right, lieutenant. I am satisfied that Anna
and Eloise will be all right here, so I'll go on
and trv to find out just what the situation is."
Then, without another word, Jim slapped his
horse gently on the flank .and rode awa y.

CHAPTER IX.-Arietta's Daring Rescue.
Thin.e:s becal'ne rather quiet at the lndl'an camp
after a while, and Arietta was thinking it was
about time that somethin g was done toward the
rf::scue of Wild and Charlie. The g irl j1ad been
watiing there with the Chinaman for nearl .v an
hour now, and _she was growing restless. Hop,
however, seemed to show no u!1easiness. He
wa:s waiting for Arietta to tell him what to do.
As the sun grew higher, two of the squaws
left their te1>ees, • carrying their papoose w_ith
them, and came directly over to a point behmd
the hiding two, where it was shady.
Arietta and the Chinaman had to be more careful now, for they were virtually between fires.
But the big rock and some bushes kept them concealed from view, and by keeping close to the
ground there was no immediate danger of discovery. Old Dry Weather had become drowsy
by this time, o.nd as it was altogether too warm
to think of taking a nap inside his tepee he
called upon his squaw, who rolled a blanket to
form a pillow for· him, and then he stretched
himself out close to the tepee.
"Hop," whispered Arietta, "as soon ·as the ohl
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chief gets sound asleep I think we had b'!tte't'
do somethin_g. I have been thinking that oPrhaps
vou had better not cause an explosio11 right away.
Suouose vcu could creep around there and get
to the chief's tepee and set it on fire. That
would cause quite a commotion. and while the
Apache,s we1·e trying to out it out I m;g·ht slip
over to where Wild and Cl-i.arlie are confined and
cut them free. You ·can be watching, and when
you see I have got them free you can set off all
the crackers you like. That will cause dismay
among the redskins and we can all make a break
and run to the horses. You understand what I
say, don't you?"
"Me undelstandee vellv nTuchee. Missee A lietta.
Me gittee to um chief's tepee pletty soonee, so
be. Me settee on fire, too. Makee bigee blaze.''
"Very well. I don't know as we will have a
better chance, so we'll not wait any longer.''
Hop gave a nod, and then after peering over
a bush to see that the squaws were not looking, he began creeping softly around in an effort
to reach the old chief's quarters. Arietta waited
until he was nearly h.alf-way there, and then
she started to creep along throu.e:h some prickly
shrubbery that grew between her and the tepee
she wanted to reach. Hop crept on around and,
without making a sound that could be heard a
dozen feet from him, he gradually neared the
tepee. Most of the braves seemed to be verv quiet
now. But those on guard were still alert.
/
But, as the reader knows, Arietta and Hop
were far inside the guard-lines, and as long as
they could keep their movements concealed by aid
of the rocks and bushes they would be free from
discovery. Arietta could not see Hop, but when
she reached a big stone that was less than fifteen
feet from the tepee in which Wild and Charlie
were confined she crouched behind it and waited.
The four redskins were sitting so they could
watch the entire tepee, and one little sound the
girl made would surely be heard by at least one
of them.
·
Something had to be done to attract them somewhere else, and that was why she had suggested
that Hop should set the chief's tepee on fire. The
Chinaman had to stop every now and then, for
he had to cross a small, open space in order
to .e:et to the tepee. But he was patient about it,
and final! y he breathed a . sigh of relief when
he found himself approaching the skin covering
that was painted in such a gaudy but rude
fa shion. Unhesitatingly he drew his knife and
made a slit in the skin. Pulling the openin!!
apart he peered inside, and when he found it
was devoid of a human being he 11:ave a nod of
satisfaction.
But he had been quite sure there was no one
in it, for the old chief's squaw was sittin.e: in
the shade of a big rock, pealing some vegetables.
He made another cut with his knife, and then had
an opennig large enough to permit him to crawl
through. A Pile of dry .e:rass was at one side of
the interior and near it were several blankets and
skins. The grass had been shaken out so it
might have an airing, for it was the bed the
chief slept upon. He lifted the pile to the
center of 'the small space and then -proceeded to
loosen up the blankets, which he placed upon
t he hay. He took everything he could find and
pile.cl ,it on, an<l wi1en he v. a.; t,H'ough he took a
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But the boy was not going to flee and leave his
couple of big ci;ackers from one of the many
pockets his loose-fitting blouse contained and sweetheart there. He stepped behind the tepee,
tied them to one of the poles that supported and Arietta darted inside, fearles ly. Two seconds later she had cut Charlie loo.e and out he
the tent-like structure.
He knew these would explode after the thing came. The crackling of the flames anrl the hoarse,
P.'Ot blazing properly, but the fire would have to discor dan t shouts of the redskins as they exhe p·oinl!' pretty good before it could happen. citedly ran about the burning tepee made an awMaking sure that he had no.t placed the blankets ful din . Suddenly there was a loud 1eport, and
so they would smother the blaze any. he care- sparks and burning particles of the 1epee and
fully struck a match. The flame expired before contents fl ew in every direction. Wild knew
he could applv it to the dry matter, however, and whe1·e hi s weapon s had been placed and, under
then it struck him to look outside and see what cover of the smoke, he darted fo r them. He sucwas going on. There was a hole larl!'e enough ceeded in not only getting his r ifl e, revolver and
for him to peer throu_g-h, and steppin_g- to it he kni fe, but also those belonging to the scout. They
took a look outside. A;, Wild and Charlie were could not te ll him from one of their own tribe so
in the tepee that lay between him and the place thick was the smoke. He ran back and joined
where he had let Arietta he, of course, could Charlie and Ar ietta , and then the thr ee hastened
straight away in the direction of the gully where
not see the .1;irl as she approached.
horses ha d been left. They cama upon Hop,
The Anaches were sitting about in groups, and the
wait ing for. them, a broad ~mile on his
occasionally some of them would walk around who was
and look in the direction the spy had been sent. yellow face.
"Evelythling allee light, Misler Wild," he said,
No doubt they were expecting· him to return
a s though he had taken a very small pa1-t in
every minute with the information the old chief just proceedings.
"Hullly uppee now, and gittee
so desired. Thin_g-s looked very favorable, the the so be."
Chinaman thought, so he stepped back and struck 'way,
When they were half-way to the horses Cheyanother match. ~his time it burned properly enne
Charlie straightened up and, pausing, shook
and, stooping down, he applied it to the com- his fist
ex-•
bustible pile. The moment he saw it was burning claiming:in the direction of the Indian camp,
he dropned to the _g-round and crept through the
"I reckon you won't feel so good, Dry Weather,
opening at the back of the tepee. Then he crept
when yer find we've got away. Jest wait till I
rapidly away.
git a chance, an' if I don't drop you in a hurry
The crackling of the flames could be heard I'll never take another chaw of tobacker.
plainly, and he wondered why it' was that the
The fact was that the scout was wishing that
Indians did not hear it. The fire did not burn their escape would be discovered so he might
nearly as fast as Hop thought it would, for there get a chance to have satisfaction upon some of
seemed to be a lack of draught there. But pres- the savage band. But this was not the ease, and
ently he saw smoke rising from the· tepee and they kept on until they descended a hill and found
-then he knew it was all right. He took great the horses where they had left them.
chances now and hurried crept around in the
"This is what I call too good for anything," the
direction of the spot where he had been waiting scout exclaimed, as he hurried to his horse. "It
so long with Young Wild West's sweetheart.
sartinly did look mighty bad a little while ago,
' He had just got there when the fire got going Wild, but here we are jest a s good as we ever
nicely, and then wild shouts of alarm filled the was in all our lives. An' it's all due to Arietta,
air. The Chinaman arose to his feet and ran and Hop, too; ain't it?"
in the direction of the tepee. It was in a fierce
"It certainly is, Charlie. It was a daring resblaze now. The old chief had just started to his cue they made, and no- mistake."
feet and ne was dancin_g- up and down, yelling
The words were scarcely out of his month
for some one to put out the fire.
when a savage yell sounded from the camp they
Meanwhile, Arietta hl\d been ready for action. had just left. He Quickly assisted his sweetheart
The moment the Indians discovered the fire she to mount her horse, and then he swung himself
prepared herself to make a rush to save the upon the back of the sorrel stallion. Hop and
youn_g- deadshot and the scout. As the _g-uards Charlie had alread y mounted , so there was nothleft the tepee to assist the rest of the redskins, ing to do now but to go on about their business.
Wild suddenly came out of the tepee. The
Away they rode into the gully, but before they
Apaches had neglected to tie his ankles when he had covered a distance of two hundred yards they
was placed there the second time, and the boy heard the clatter of hoofs ahead of them.
"Some one is coming!" the young deadshot exevidently intended to run for it, even though
his hands .we1·e securely tied. Loud yells filled claimed, a s he threw up his left hand, warningly,
the air, and both braves and squaws hurriedly got and quickly reined in the sorrol. The next mopails of water and were doing their best to put ment Jim Dart appeared around a bend ahead of
out the flames. Arietta had not seen the clever . them, his horse coming' at a swinging g allop.
"It's all right, Jim!" Wild called out, waving
Chinee, but she knew he was responsible for the
his hand.
fire.
As the redskins ran to put out the flames she
"Hurrah!" Dart cried, as he st opped his horse
darted to the tepee and cut Wild's bonds.
so suddenly that it reared upon its hind le_g-s. "I
thought the redskins had you, Wild."
"llun !" she said.
Yo'.lng Wild West was really startled when his
"They did have me, and they had Charlie, too.
sweetheart liberated his hands so quickly. He But Arietta and Hop saw to it that they did not
tried to take the knife from her, but she gave him keep us. But come on. They are after us."
The shoa1ts of the redskins were getting closer,
a push and again said :
but the five did not hurry very fa st. They pro"Rini"
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ceeded along at a trot and a little while later they
came in sight 2f the cavalry and those with them.

CH_APTER X.-The Old Chief's Last Fight.
Lieutenant Marley and his men had heard the
horses coming and they were prepared for a
fight. But when they saw Young Wild We1;t and
Arietta riding ahead they took off their hats and
started to give a cheer. But Young Wild West's
hand_ went up warningly and it was checked in•stantly.
"How are you, boys?" the young deadshot said,
as he reined in Spitfire and looked at them smilingly. "Just keep a little quiet and you will have
a chance to give old Dry Weather and his braves
a big surprise. They are after us hot but mostly on foot, I think. You will see them coming
through the gully here in a couple of minutes. I
reckon the girls had better get behind the rocks
over there so they won't run the risk of being hit
by a bullet."
·
•
The lieutenant was astonished when he heard
this. But he was a cool sort of fellow, even
though he had ideas of his own, and he quickly
ordered his men to get back behind the cover
of some rqcks and wait. When Hop came riding
up he took off his hat and bowed tO" the cavahymen just as t)1ough he had been expecting to meet
them there.
"Velly niece day, so be," he said, smiling blandly. "Evelybody velly well?"
Some of the men l:mghed, while others -looked
disgusted, for they did not seem tp have much
use fo., a common heathen.
The lieutenant
frowned darkly and noticing this, Hop ·went up to
him and chucked him under the chin, at the same
time saying:
"You velly nicee Melican man. Gleat soldier.
Fightee um ledskins likee evelythling. Me likee
you.''
"Get out of the way," snapped the lieutenant,
raising his sword as though to st1'ike the Chin_a man.
"Don't hit him, lieutenant," Young Wild West
called out, sharply. "I want ·you to understand
that Hop Wah is greatly responsible for us being
here now."
"Is that so, Young Wild West?" the officer said
with something like a sneer.
"Yes, that's so. You just let him alone."
A loud yell sounded close at hand now, and it
was evident that the Indians were close enough
to hear the talking. Half a dozen of them suddenly appeared around a bend ahead. They were
armed with carbines, and Lieutenant Marley forgetting his anger for the moment, gave orders
to his men to open fire. A rattling volley was
fired, and the Apaches went down in a ii:ffy. The
order to charge was then given, and from around
the rocks dashed the cavalrymen. Up the gully
they went and come upon nearly every brave
Dry Weather had under his command. Seeing
the cavalry coming, consternation seized the
Apaches and they strove frantically to climb the
steep sides of the gully and get away. Some of
them dropped behind rocks and began firing, and
one of the cavalrymen was wounded in the left
. arm. But the redskins stood no show, for they
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had been caught in a trap, so to speak, and in
less than five minutes few of them remained to
tell the tale of the brief fight · in the gully:
"Sorter wiped 'em out, I reckon,' lieutenant,"
Cheyenne Charlie observed, as he rode up to the
side of the lieutenant, who was wiping the perspiration from his brow. "We sartinly did lead
'em right to you, didn't we?"
·
• "Yes, you d;d. There is no doubt of that," was
the reply. "You can now lead us on to the camp
so we can make the rest of them prisoners."
"It ain't likely you'll find many of 'em at he
camp. Of course, the squarws an' the Injun kids
will be there. But I don't know as there kin be
very many warriors left. ·still, I ain't seen nothin' of the old chief, an' he's the one I' want to
git at.''
"You leave him to me, Charlie," Young Wild
West spoke up just then. "I think I come in first
on that. If you remember, I was caught by the
savages before you were.''
"All right, Wild. I ain't gain' to say a word.
If you want to clean him UP you kin do it."
"There will be no cleaning up about this. Please
understand that,'' the lieutenant spoke up, sharply. "I intend to take old Dry Weather alive, so
he may be punished in the proper-- way. My orders were to take him alive if possible, and if not,
bring him in dead.''
"All right, lieutenant," the scout answered,
with a grin.
"Keep cool, lieutenant," the young dea~shot
said, a smile on his face. "You are altogether
too much excited. I suppose you happen to know
that I possess a certain document that gives me
quite a little authority over such fellows as you."
"I don't want to see your document, and I don't
want to hear anything more from you, Young
Wild West. I was sent out to find Judson, and at
the same time to try and locate the band of redskins that have been creating so much trouble
lately. My orders were to shoot them down if
they showed fight, but if it were possible to bring
the old chief in alive."
"All right. I don't want to quarrel with you,
so I won't say anything more. We will all go
together. Come on. I'll help you get the old
chief alive, all right."
Then Wild turned to Arietta and told her to
bring up the rear with Anna and Eloise, after
which he started his horse· forward like a shot.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart seemed to be
waiting for such a move for they both went after
him in a hurry; Not to be outdone, Hop urged
his broncho forward in advance of the cavalry.
On dashed the young deadshot and his partners,
with the Chinaman close behind. They found a
way to get to the higher ground, and up they
went, and then the smoke from the smoldering
ruins of the old chief's tepee showed them exactly where the camp was. Straight to the camp
they went, only to find the squaws and children
grouped together in fear and trembling among
some bushes. But as they entered the open space
where the tepees were pitched thre shots rang out
and they could hear the singing of the bullets as
they passed over their heads.
"After them, boys!" the young deadshot said.
"I'll bet the old chief fired one of those shots.
I am going to get him.''
Before the words were out of his mouth he
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had turned straight in the direction the shots
came from. Then from behind · some rocks three
:redskins suddenly appeared on horseback. They
clid not come toward our friends of course, but
turned to ride the other way in an effort to
escape. One of them was Dry Weather, and he
held a carbine to his shoulder as he looked behind him. But Young Wild West's ready rifle
spoke just then, and down dropped the carbine,.
the chief shot in the arm. He tried to catch himself, but, failing, slipped and fell from his horse.
The others seemed to feel it their duty to defend their chief and they fired again but missed.
Charlie and Jim answered the shots and quickly
brought them down, and then Young Wild West
rode up and dismounted close to the chief, who
was in the act of rising to his feet at that moment~
"Paleface boy heap much brave," the old fellow said, sneeringly. "He has come to kill Dry
Weather, and will not give him a chance to fight
for his life."
"I reckon you can't do much fighting now, you
old scoundrel," the boy answered, quickly. "You
have got a broken arm, and how can you expect
to fight?"
"Dry Weather will fight the paleface boy with
one hand," and as he spoke t,he chief drew his
hunting-knife with his left hand.
"All right. If you want it that wa~ you c~n
have it," and the young deadshot qmckly dismounted and drew his own hunting-knife.
He held it in his le:(_t hand and put the right
behind him.
"I will be on equal terms with you, chief," he
said. coolly. "Are you reauy ?"
Instead of making an answer, Dry Weather
sprang forward and made a lunge with ~is knife.
Just then the cav·a lrymen dashed up with a rattle and clatter and reined in their horses.
Lieutenant Marley was at their head, and he
rode his horse right between the combatants.
"Stop this, Young Wild West! What do you
intend to do?" he shouted.
"Please keep out of the way, lieutenant," the
boy answered. "The old chief has chall~nge~ me
to fight it out with him and I am domg it on
even terms. His right arm is broken by. a bullet
which -came from my rifle to prevent him from
shooting at us. He can only use his left hand, ~o
I will do the same. I promise you that I will
not kill him.-"
"Bnt I shall stop it," and the lieutenant drew
his sword and waved it thr~atening-ly.
"An' I say for you to g-et Lack out of the
way an' shut your mouth!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie his eyes flashing· dangerously. 'rhen he
rode up and took the sword away from the lieutenant.
"Boys," he cried wi.tl1 flashing Pye,, "I re,kon
Y,)ung Wild West is rnnnin' this busme,s. If
he wants to fight it out with the olJ chief he's
t',>t to do it. The young feller you have got to
l;loss you lias got to hav~ a lesson, an' yu~1 ki?
bd your life that I'm Jest the one to give it
to him."
"Seize him! Seize him!" c1·ied the lieutenant.
"Why don't you try it yourself?" the scout answered sneeringly.
.
.
Meanwhile Young Wild West and the old clnef
hact got together again and were lunging fiercflly
at each other. The cavalrymen hesitated about

interfering, an~ as the lieutenant suddeply hecame intensely attracted by the fight they all r~mained quiet. There was a smile on the face of
the young deadshot as he dodged about the old
chief who, though aged, was powerful .and very
active. Lung-e after lunge he made, out never
once did the knife come very close to the agile
boy. Wild watched his chance, and presently -:it
came. Then a quick motion and he sent the
knife from the hand of Dry Weather. ·
"There you are, lieutenant," he said, nodding
to the officer.
"I am throudgh now and you can take ch~rge
of your chief. I reckon you will be able to get
him back to the post alive, all right."
"You do, eh? I shall demand that you go with
me, too."
"Is that so? Well, I am quite willing to do
that. I believe I told you ·a little while ago that
I possessed a certain document which you may
not have heard of."
"I don't want to hear anything about it." /
"All right, we'll wait till we get to the post.
You will find out then tliat you made a big mistake in acting this way. First you resent the
act of a Chinaman .who bravely assisted my
sweetheart in rescuing Cheyenne Charlie and
myself. Then you get very insulting to me. Remember that. If you have any charges to make
they will be counter-charges from me."
Some of the cavalrymen were smiling now, and
the lieutenant became quiet. It happened that
two or three of them 1mew Young Wild West
verv well, and one of them got clof'e to the officer
and spoke to him in a low tone. The result was
tha't he suddenly became in a different humo1·.
"I understarfd that you have a commission from
headquarters to act in the capacity of a scout,
and that you are entitled ~o be acc?,rded ~he respect of a ma.ior, Young Wild West, the lieutenant said, as he walked over to where our hero
was standing.
"Something like that, I reckon, lieutenant."
"That being the case. I offer you an apolog-y
for the way I have acted."
It was irallinir tu be humbled in that manner,
but there was no other way out of it, so without
asking· the young rleadshot for the document he
· carried, the lieutenant turned and gave orders
to his men to get the squaws and children together and make ready to march them .back to
the army post as prisoners.
Our friends were pretty well tired out, as might
be supposed, so they rode on down through the
gully and did not stop until they reached the
river bank, and then Wild gave orders to pitch
the camp.
·
As the cavalrymen were ready to go away
shortly after the· noonday meal was eaten, Dick
Judson asked permission of his superior to ,rive
three cheers for Young Wild West and his friend._s.
The lieutenant nodded, and when the cheers
were given his voice could be heard as loud as
tmv of the rest.
Dick Judson and Lieutenant Marley both shook
hands with our friends before they. rode away,
and that ended the adventure we have chosen to
caU "Young· Wild West Caught by Savages."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE MEXICAN DEADSHOT; or.
THE SHOOTING-MATCH ON THE BORDER."
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CURRENT NEWS
X-WORD PUZZLE GETS PRINCETON
The c1·oss-word puzzle has gone to college. In
P rinceton the m'ost popular criticism of the crossword pnzzle--that it is a waste of time wl.ich
might be used profitably-is met with the declaration of two prominent members of the faculty
of Princeton University that it may have great
·e ducational value.
.
A prize has been offered by Prof. Warner Fite,
head of the Princeton department of philosophy,
for the stud.ent constructing a puzzle having two
complete and different solutions. From Prof.
Robert K. Root, author and teacher of English
literature, <:omes the suggestion that a course in
the vocqbuJary of the Engli&}i language be establishei with cross-word puzzles as the textbook, and that it would be useful in other study
courses.
INDIAN HORSEMANSHI P
A newspaper conespondent having visited an
A rapahoe camp, gives the following account of
an I ndian drill, ordered for his amusement :
"Fifty fine-looking young men, mou nted 'llpon
ponies, drew. u p before the tents. At a signal
from the chief the-y started with a loud veil.

"In a mom ent thev disapneared over a n eighboring- hill. Then there suddenly rose a mig-hty
trampling of horses' feet, and they swent past.
again, so compact that I only saw a ball -move of
horses and men.
"Splitting in two, one body swept to the right
and another to the left, and a!l."ain they disanpeared. Presently they charged each other in
solid lines, and while the suectator waited bre11.t~
lessly fo1: the shock of colJi.sion, the files skilfully opened to the right and left, and the Jines
passed the intervals without touching.
"Now came the moment for displaying individual horsemanship. Some of the riders approached, each lying so close to his pony's back
that nothing but the horse could be seen. Others
stood erect upon t heir animal's backs. Some hung
to the horse by one foot and one hand, so that
their bodies were completely protected by those
of the ponies.
" T hese you ng warriors t h1·ew objects upon thP
ground and picked them u p at full gallop, and
drew bows and arrows from beneath the horses'
necks. Some of the men exchanged horses while
r iding-." .

BOYS, ARE YOU READING

"MY~TERY MAGAZINE"
The next number ·on t he newsstands contains the F eatur e Novelette,

"THE LITTLE MAN TRAPPER"
By GROVER KIDWELL

/

A new Two-Part Serial begins, entitled,

"THE PURPLE DRAGON INN"
By VERA CUMMINGS VIELE
In addition there will be a large number of short stories by the
following well-known writers:
"The Empty Grave," by• Leslie Childs
"The Muo.gee Dtamonds," by Peter Perry
"The Lifters," by Walter M. Dickenson
''The SharP5hooter Mystery," by Howard Philip Rhodes
"The Dorothy Perkins Rose," by Dorothy · Stote
"Postponed Jus~ice," by George Ethelbert Walsh
We call your attention to the special articlei?, every one of which will
interest you: "Convict Seizes a Car in Prison and Escapes," "A Gold
Brick Swindle," "Convict Finds Liberty Useless," "Robbing. the Postmaster," "Federal Agents Seize Bogus Money."
Do not fail to get a copy from your newsdealer. You cannot fail to
enjoy the exciting incidents in these stories.
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FIGHTING FRED FAY
-

Or, -

A Yankee Boy in the Big War
--- \

By DICK ELLISON
A Serial Story
CHAPTER IX.-(continued.)
The letter placed· in Fred's hands ran a s follow s :
"DEAR UNCLE: I am being held a prisaner in
Charlemont Ca stle along- with many other
Our
treatment could scarcely be worse; the old dun. geons are covered with the boys. Such food as
they give us is enough to sicken a dog.
"The keeper, strangely enough, is a German
named Smitz, whom I knew in London and once
befriended. He Tecognized me at once, and I will
say has done what he could for me. He has
promised to slip me out and give me a chance
to escape if I will give a hundred pounds. Now
I haven't a penny. Everything was taken from
me.
Smitz has undertaken to send a man
through the lines with this letter who will return
with the money if you can raise it. I have no
doubt of his sincerity. He is hard and mercenary,
but will keep his word and I think he can make
good. Of course I shall have to take my chances
once I am free, and it may all fail and cost me
my life, which I 'feel another ":eek in this ipfer~al
hole surely will. Help me 1f you can. Smitz
swears the messenger is to be trusted. I can
only hope he knows.
Affectionately,
"LIONEL."
0

••

"Did you send the money?" asked Fred, as he
handed the letter back.
"No" replied the general. "I had no such
amoun't and was obliged to borrow. This took
time; meanwhile the messenger seems to have
disappeared. I can find him nowhere. althong-h
I gave st r ict order s to have him closely guarded.
Will you undertake to fill his place ?"
"I'm not afraid to try it, sir, if you think t her e
is the least chance of success.!'
'
"Good! I was sure you were courageous enough
to say so. Fred, it is a most dangerous mission.
If -you succeed you will have earned my everlasting gratitude."
"Is Mr. Coventry an officer?"
"A captain in the Twenty-second."
"The Twenty-second is a brave regiment. I
have often watch-ed them in battle. Have you
anything to suggest as to how I shall get through
the German lines?"
"Yes. You will put on a German unifor m. I
have one for you. Your right arm yo11 will bandage and carry in a sling. I will cause a fake
ietter to be written in German, addressed to General Voght. If you can get through without being challenged, so much the better. If you are
challenged you must p1·etend to be the bearer of a
dispatch to Genera l Voght."
"And when I get to the castle?"

"Then it will ·be up to you. Your knowledge
of the German language will be a -great help. I
believe I could put it through were I in your
place. There are times when you look like a German, and dressed in a German uniform I think
you will pass muster."
"When do you want me .to start?"
"I ti.ink you had better wait until _midnight.
There will probably be no fighting to-night. The
Germans are thoroughly exhausted, a s are ou r
own men. You report at half-past eleven and I
wm have everything ready for you, including a
pass through our lines.''
That Fred did not relish the prospect it is
needless to say.
Nevertheless he co~ld see in this dangerous
mission great possibilities for future advancement.
"What's in the wind, Fred?" a sked Joe Stoddard, his tent mate upon his return.
"Special duty. I don't know just what," replied Fred, carelessly.
"You're in luck. This incessaht fighting is
wearing me out. I only wish I could get a rest."
"It's tough.''
"It's something fierce, and the worst of it is
nei,.ther side seems to be gaining ground. We
drive the Germans forwa rd one daY,: and t:.ey
crowd us back the next. When do you start
away?"
"Midnight.''
"Well. good luck to you," ~aid Joe, and he
turned over and went to sleep."
_
Midnight found Fred on his new job.
Dressed in the uniform of some dead German
soldier, with his rig-ht arm bandaged and twenty-five pound notes sewed in the lining- of his
coat, he pocketed· the fake Jetter and announced
himself ready.
·
.
"Good luck to you, my boy," said General
Spencer, shaking hands. "I shall pray for your
success."
A sergeant wa s sent to see Fred through the
allied lines, '>Vhich he passed beyond at a point
in the woods. He was p rovided with a compass
and had been assured by the general that the
woods extended at least half- way to the castle.
The di st ance was about fiv e miles.
With a full 1·ealiza tion of his danger, Fred
advanced with the utmost caution, for he was
liable to run into the German outpost at any
moment,- besides which the enemy had a fashion
of sending out scouting parties at night.
· Every s ound which reached his ears he weighed
for all it was worth.
· There was no moon, but it was a bright, starlight night. Still it was hard picking one'i, way,
althoug:h the woods were singularly free from •
underbrush.
Fred had advanced about a mile when he sµddenly heard voices talking in German right ahead
of him.
Slipping behind a big oak, he paused to listen. /
"Let's kill her. That ,i.ril! be best," was said.
"No, no! I can't bring myself 'to do fhat," another voice replied. "It's enough that we have
stolen her money."
"But we've got to do something. We can't let
her stay as she is.''
(To be continued.) _
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Charley, the Corn King
-OR-

WAKING UP THE BOARD OF TRADE
By R. T. EMMET
(A Serial Story.)
CHAPTER XIX.
Advice From Jim White.
He was not so much frightened a s he was anxious to think what the result of such a move
would be.
It seemed to him that he saw a chance to turn
thic; blackmaiHng- scheme to l!'Ood account.
Nobody could touch his holdings, secured as
they were to Mr. Palmer. Judson's threat thus
fell flat . but how would the Boa.rrl nf Tr~<le view
the surlden reappearance of "Old Corns ?"
To Charley it seemed a s though it must surely
strengthen his position instead of weakening it.
In short, he was not scared "for a cent," as the
saying goes.
"Jack Judson ." he sa;<l, •c0nllv . "vou -') a1, n-a -l
and do your worst. I defy you. We stand
square now, and I am prepared to fight you to
the bitter end."
"Challenge accepted!" said Jack, pulling away
and walking toward the elevator.
"Bv b•• J\'fr r J-,a r!ey, the Corn King. Look out
·
for 'Old Corn s'!"
Originally Charley had Jack Jud on down for
rather a shrewd fellow, but now he was beginning to think him more or less of a fool.
"He could not have served my purpose better
than by giving me warning so," he said to himself. "I'll fix that all right. A s for the arresting part, let them try it on. They can't hold me
when I am able to turn over every dollar those
options were worth on the day of their expiration, which under the circumstances not one man
in ~ thous?nd would think of doine:."
Charley had already made up his mind what
he was going to do, and as he had also made up
his mind not to go near Jim White unless the
market showed signs of a drop, he had plenty of
time in which to carry out his plans.
He had always conducted everything in connection with the office in Mr. Kornahrens's name
thus far, even to the hiring of his stenographer,
the putting in of the ticker, the telephone, etc.
"Very good," he said to himself; "if they wa.nt
the office they shall hav~ it. I rather think the
time has come for me to quit my job."
So Charley bustled around and hired in his
own name an office in one of the modern buildings on La Salle street above Jackson, close to
the Board of Trade.
He stuck his card on the bulletin board, and
succeeded in getting his name painted on the office door within an hour.
Next move was for the furniture, an<l b" active hustling- Charley succeeded in getting- the

2~

place well but by no means expensively furni shed
before one o'clock.
_Of course he ·had no safe, but this made no
~lfference, for a! pre~ent he had nothing to put
1n one except his pnva_te book, which held the
record . of _his corn holdings, and that he could
carry m his pocket as well.
Then, returning to the old oIBce, h<! notified
B~n Brown, the boy, and Miss Woods, the stenographer, of the c_ontemplated change.
H1 few belongmgs were sree -l ily packed up
an~ with ~is entire ~taff . Charley moved up:
str eet , leaving word with J1m, "the elevator boy.
to tell every one that he had left Mr. Korn~
ahrens and gone jnto business for himself at the
new place .
. Having opened up and seen everything established, Charle¥ went around to the telephone office, ordered m a te!l!phone, and then went to
lunch.
l? stea~ of g_oing to_ his ?sual restaurant, th2
notion seized him ~o dme,_w1th a litt!e _more style
that day, more with a view of avo1dmg certain
people whom he was accu stomed to meeting than
anything else.
He accordingly went into a restaurant near
the B_oard of Trarle_ building, where prices were
the h ighest, and which-was frequented by richer
members of the Board.
As he was passing along between the tables
who should he run into but Broker White, who
was seated at a table alone.
Evidently the genial Jim had just given his
order, for he was eating bread and radishes.
It_ was un~sual fo'l.· this busy man to stop and
eat m the middle of the day. Charlev bowed · and
~as going to pass him, but White would not have
it so.
While everybody was after him for tips on the
market, Charley felt sadly in need of a tip himself just then.
ferhaps it was to be had from Jim White.
Hello, Charley! What brings you here?" he
e?'claimed. "Expecting to meet anybody? Ii not
'
sit down and have a bite with me."
The invitation was not to be refused and Char'
ley dropped into a chair.
"What's up with you?" demanded the broker
as soon as the order was given. "What new move
are you trying now?"
;;':\'h at do ""'' mean?" a,;ked C:harlev.
Why, I called you up on the phone and t!Ouldn't
get you. Central told me that you had moved."
. "That's right. I haven't got my telephone in
Just yet, but I expect to have it to-morrow."
"What's that for?"
"Why, I'm tired of pretending to 'represent Mr.
Kornahrens. I'm going to start in for myself."
"So?" said the broker. "Have you consulted
our friend P. ·about that?"
"No, I have not."
"Don't you think it would have been a little
better if you had done so?"
"No, I don't. Not under the circumstances."
"What are the. circumstances, if it's a fair
question?"
"With all due respect to you, sir, I don't think
I shall answer that question; at least not vet.
I had good reasons for the move-at least I
thought so. That was the reas'ln it was made."
(To be Cv,loHli.<1::cl.)
0
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NEWS AND HINTS
INTER.ESTING .RADIO
.

"
DEAD BATTERIES
Don't hook a new "B" battery up with one
that is nearly dead. The old one . will drag
down the new one.

of the game, the real experimental nature of it.
The ease with which long distance can now be attained has taken away that lure."

FABRIC LOUDSPEAKER HORNS
Fleece-lined underwear fabric for use as loudspeaker horns is opening up a new market for
underwear manufacturers. It is reported that
several mills in the Mohawk .Valley and at least
one plant in the South are participating in this
new business.
The fabric is cut and sewed by the mill in the
shape of the desired loudspeaker, a special seam
LEARN TO OPERATE
being u sed to prevent the junction in the fabric
It usually takes JI, pfrson three or four nights being unduly prominent in the finished horn.
to master the tuning operation of a receiving set.
Current quotations on the raw material for
Therefore, do not condemn a new outfit if it fails tl'ie loudspeaker manufacturer approximate $1.50
to bring in stations a thousand miles away the per dozen for a ten-inch bell, the diameter of the
first night:
horn opening.
Briefly described, the essentials of the finishing process are as follows: The shape<l knitted
CRYSTALS AND TUBES
fabric is pulled over an aluminum mold, a filler
When building a set if economy is the chief applied, hardened and baked in an oven, painted
pbject, the crystal detector should be used, but and finished. The form is removed duri_n g the
for sensitiveness, the tube detector. Remember, process.
•
however, that circuit constants will change when
The horns are finished by the manufacturers in
a tube is substituted for a crystal in any diagram a wide variety of colors, black, lavender and
calling for a crystal and vice versa. Therefore, , maroon being- popular. The so-called crystal
whichever is decided upon, be sure and use a finish is applied to practically all loudspeakers.
circuit -designed for that particular detector.
The principal advantages claimed for the fabric: horn are: Mellowness of tone, elimination of
vibrati\'.>n and relative flexibility. The finished
horns are tough but not brittle.
TO FACJLITATE TUNING
, There has just been introduced a variable reTHE LOOP AERIAL
.
sistance device designed to be mounted across the
Not all radio receiving sets can operate with a
terminals of any transformer for the purpose of
shunting more or less of its output so as to con- loop instead of an outside antenna, and not all
trol the sound volume of the radio set without sets which can use a loop get the best results with
touching the dials .or the rheostats. This device it, due to location or shielding. But when a loop
no longer makes it necessary for the operator to can be used, and where no soecial difficulties arise
detune his set while searching for stations with because of location or other unusual circuma pair of telephone receivers. ;Instead, the out- st;i.nc~s, loop reception offers many advantages.
It 1s a well-known fact that most aerials pick
put of the various transformers can be comfortably worn. Then, when loud-speaker 1·esults up most energy from the direction in which the
are d'esired, the shunt resistances are reduced if aer~al _is pointed. This peculiar property of an
not eliminated altogether, restoring the full vol- aerial 1s taken advantage of in a loop which can
ume to the receiver. The variable resistance in be rotated at will, thereby increasing the amount
this case is obtained by variable pressure on a pile of energ-y from the station •desired and ·decreasing that from the station not desired.
of carbon di,;ks.
Th~ benefit of the directional effect can be secured with a loop in a few seconds, whereas it
DX LOSES ITS LURE
may take hours to secure the same effect with an
The "long distance hound" is disappearing from outside aerial side antenna.
· It is sometimes said that by using a loop aerial
the ranks of the amateur radio enthusiasts and is
being renlaced by the "experiment.a l 'bug," is the static will be eliminated. This is not so, because
observation of S. Kruse, technical editor of the the static is the same kind of a signal as the one
amateur's official magazine, QST. Mr. Kruse we desire to pick up. One cannot be eliminated
bases his opinion . on the ma1.1-y thousands of let- without the elimination of the other. It is true
that static may be slightly reduced, but so is the
ters he receives from radio fans.
. "It used to be, a few months ago, that radio signal. In other words, the outside aerial picks
amateurs were primarily interested in- the dis- up more energy and gives a louder signal. It
tance they could attain in receiving and sending," does the same thing with the static. As the loop
he said. "But now -the letters ask for technical is brought into play, the signal is reduced a little
advice on subjects which often stump us entir~ly. and so is the static. It is there, nevertheless, and
They are primarily interested in the queer kinks it can not be eliminated.
WHERE PHONE CORDS WEAR
Cords of the telephone wear out mostly at the
points where frequent bending occurs. A layer
or so of thread wound around the cord at these
points will stiffen it and keep the inside flexible
conductor from breaking.

'
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GOOD READING
TOKIO'S POPULATION RANKS FIFTH IN tain where he had been, or whither he was bound.
Although it was predicted that some day he
WORLD'S CITIES
walk into eternity, he always returned tJ
would
Tokio ranks fifth amo,1g the cities of the world
·
his room without a mishap.
with a population of 1,917,308, according to ;
the Hurley
at
coming
his
with
Coincident
census taken in October of _this year.
pint bottles of whisky began
Altho_ugh the city has gained 389,819 resi- House half-pints and
The landlord, a
dents smce the exodus following the earthquake to vanish rrom the barroom. at
first to these
paid no attention
and fires of a year ag-0i the population still is genial soul, but
when quart bottles began to dispeculations,
260,000 short of the pre-quake census.
appear he becah1e aroused. Although he dis~ The latest cens1:1s shows that there are 18,500·
:pers?ns, representing 7,114 families, who are Jiv- charged a bartender whom he had suspected, the
mg m houseboats on the numerous canals 'that in- thefts continued.
Late one night the iandlord who had his quartersect the city.
ters above the barroom was awakened by a loud
crash in the room 'below. Hastening down the
stairs he turned on the lights, and discovered
A SOUND HEARD 2,000 MILES A WAY
"Uncle Cyrus" flat on his back on the barroom
As to how far sound waves can travel there is floor.
no known limit. A steam whistle with its sus"Why, the poor old man," he exclaimed symtained sound carries farther than a cannon shot, pathetically, "if he ain't fallen down and hurt
the report of which lasts but a fraction of a himself a-walkin' in his sleep."
second. An English physicist, Lord Rayleigh, ·
With the assistance of others he carried him
has calculated that the 60-horsepower siren at the
tenderly on a sofa.
Trinity House in London ought to be heard in into the parlor and laid himsummoned,
and after
Constantinople, but the fact is that it is not. The The town doetor was then
that there was
eruption of Mount Krakatoa in the East Indies a brief examination he announced
old man "'ceptin'
was heard in Australia, 2,000 miles away. As not a thing the matter with the
"Uncle Cyrus" was
far as known, it was the biggest noise ever he was most awful dr1:nk."
then carried to his room and put t o bed. Someemitted.
in a closet; it
Some people say that sound travels long dis- thing prompted his host to look
On the foltances by following watercourses, and others that was filled with empty _whisky bottles.
banished tmthe sound of cannon can be heard in forests lowing morning "Uncle Cyrus" was
was generally
better than in the open. It is true that water is ceremoniously from the hotel. Itwanderings
had
a good sound conductor, as anybody can learn by believed that his somnambulistic
sticking his head under water in a bath tub while been a sham designed to conceal alcoholic prothe water runs from the faucet. But it is also pensities and peculations.
t:rue that sound waves that travel under water
never seem to rise above the surface and continue their course in the air. It is also a well"Mystery Magazine" .
known fact that to make a "sound proof" wall
16 Cents a Co py
Semi-Monthly
it is necessary to make it double leaving either
~'IEART ON 'l'HE MIRROR, by Alexanue r
an air space between, or a layer of a different ltl5 THE
Morrison.
166 Ml~ED MO'l'lVES, by Eric Howard.
material.
HE WALKED IN HIS "SLEEP."
In the days before prohibition the Hurley
House was a beacon of good cheer to the convival
spirits of a small New Jersey town, who wei:.e
wont to fo-regather evening·s at its friendly
bar. The Hotel had its permanent guests, one of
whom was "Uncle Cyrus." His favorite camping
place was an aim chair in a corner of the barroom, where he passed his evenings alternately
smoking a meditative pipe and napping quietly.
- At the words, "Have one on me," or "Everybody
h;lve. a drink," he roused himself instantlv and
took )!is place at the bar. He had never· been
known to refuse-or buy-a drink.
"Uncle Cyrus'' had not been at the hotel long
when it became known that he walked in his sleep.
Belated guests or such who had tarried too long
over their glasses encountered him sleep-walking
in odd parts of the house. It was a commo-q
sight to see him clad in a nightgown, a night cap
on his head, ascending or descending the stairs.
No one, however, was sufficiently interested in
his somnambulistic wanderings to try to ascer-

lll7 SO'L'rH_WEST OF THE LAW, by
•
Cra1g1e.
George
by
168 T1ff~wa~lODWINKEHS,

Harullton

Bronson-

169 WALLED IN, by Frank Blighton
170 '.rHE DARK CURTAIN, by 111. M. Oblinger.
Out Today in No. 171

THE LI'ITLE MAN-TRAPPER
By GROVER KIDWELL
Out Today in No. 170

HARRY E . WOLFF, P ublisher, lac.
New Yori. Cit 7
166 West 23d St reet

"Moving Picture Stories"
A \ l'eekl7 Jlagadn e D eyot ed to Pbot_o p la y o and P lnyera

PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
J.ucll ';'J..,uer <:0ntains Three Stories ~
on th>! i.creea-Elegaut Hult-ton~ :S<:enes
-:;-lnter ea tmg Aru<:Jes Al>out l'rowiuent
F ilw a-Dolngs ot Actor• and .~ctres•es
aud Lesson• in sce un rio W rili ng.

~Ile Beat l•'lhn~
from tile l'lays
.Peop le in roe
In tbe t1 ru<11 0

H ARRY E. WO L1•'1'', Publisher, be,
Ne w York City
•
166 West :!3d Street
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SIX
FORD
EVERY
ONE
SECONDS
By means of a new painting and conveying .unit
NEW · YORK, DECEMBER 26, 1924
recently installed in the Ford factories, automobile fn,m~s are cle~ned, painted, dried and delivered in a continuous stream tc;, a car door for
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
loading, at the rate of one every six seconds.
This installation has resulted in a fifty per cent.
f:ingle .Copies .. ... . . . . . .. ...•• . • Postage Free
S Cents
•
On e Cop '1,lnee .Months.. . ......
$1.00
saving in labor. · By its use all handling by hand
•• .
Vne COP:( ~ix ~louch s . .. . .. . ...
2.00
;~ lliminated from the time the frame is inspected
Vn e Copy Un e Yellr ........... .
4.00
after riveting until the painted frames are loaded
CaHail a, $L:iO; Foreign, $5.00.
on the freight cars.- Before it is painted, the
HOW 'l'O SEND .\EIIONEY - At our risk send P . 0.
i\Ioney Order, Check or Registered Letter; r emittan ces
frame passes through a strong caustic- solution
acce])t Post>tge
m any other wa,• are at )'Our risk .
for cleaning, and then th r ough clean boiling
Stamp"'. tLe sam e us cash. Wll en sending sllver wrup
water. Both liquids are in. turn sprayed over the
the Com 10 a sep'!rute piece of paper to avoid cutting
,.- the envelope. • Write your name and adilress _ plainly.
frame at pressure of thirty-five pounds a square
inch. T..hen the frames go to a drying section
WOLFF,
.
E
HARRY
{
Harry E. " ' olff. Pres.
k ept at 140 degrees Fahrenheit. Spraying with
· paint is done by fifteen ,sprays, the surplus paint
Publisher. Inc.
Charles E. Nrla nd er. Sec.
166 W. 23d .St., N. Y. finding its way back to the pump. Next the frame
L. F. Wilzin. Trea s.
still on the mechanical conveyors, passes thrQugh
the drying oven, a distance of 500 feet. Automatically, it then passes to the loading platform
and is loaded by hand into box cars. One hour
and fifteen minutes after the frame is placed on
PEANUT
EVERY
COUNTED
SHE
first conveyor, it has been cleaned, painted
-the
Hammond
manager
store
William Fehrman,
dried. Five to twenty minutes later it is
and
othe;
the
wom~n
young
ambitious
Ind., hired an
on a car and s_hipped to the Ford asloaded
inwith
basement
the
in
day and put her to work
plant.
sembly
and
count
to
structions to take an inventory and
classify every article. Another day lately he
asked what had become of the new. employee. She
was found in a corner of tl1e basement where
peanuts were stored. She had finished one barMa11:istrate-Can't this case be settled out of
rel and asked if a recount for verification would
court? Mulli11:an-That's what we were trying
be necessary.
to do, your honor, when the police interfered.
1

PAINTING.

"

'"'e

FROM ALL POINTS

LAUGHS

'
GOLIATH OF HOGDOM
W. Ivan Knepper of Hagerstown, killed on
Thanksgiving Day a registered Poland China hoothat weighed 1,116 pounds. Hains weighed 117
pounds after being carefully trimmed.
The hog, from tip of the tail to the end of his
nose measured 10 feet 2 inches. Some measurements _in comparison with a 1,600-pound horse
owned by Mr. Knepper follow: Hog, from root
of tail to nose, 8 feet and 2 inches; horse, 7 feet
10 inches; hog, girth, behind front legs, 7 feet
5 inches; horse, 7 feet 4 inches ; hog, girth at
flank, 9 feet 5 inches ; horse, 5 feet 4 inches ; hog,
acr oss rump, 26 inches; horse, 28 inches. The
hog was fou r feet tall.

ROBBED OF RINGS IN .BED
Mr s. Benj amin Meyers, wife of an expressman
of White Plains, N. Y., thought the sa fes t pla ce
fo r four rin gs, va lued at $2,000, was on h er fingers w~en she went to bed. In the morning Mr .
Meyer s report ed to the police that a second-story
burglar had enteren the home during the nig ht
and, without wakin g his wife, slipped the rings
off her h a n d· and got away with them.
Mrs. Meyer s a woke in the night and became
conscious t hat th,e rings were J:;'one. The stolen
articles were t wo di:amond rings, a wedding and
a sapphire ring. Patrolman Blu evelt found marks
made by shoes on the porch roof just outside the
window of Mrs. Meyers's room. The burglar had
push t:cl the window up., ente1 ed, taken the rings
anrl, going ou t , dosed the wi ndow again.

"Why are you cryin11:. my little boy?" " 'Gos
I don't want to 11:0 to school." "But why not?"
"'Cos sister jilted the schoolmaster last night."
j

"Tell me," said the lovelorn youth. "what's the
best wav to find out what a woman thinks of
you?" "M.arry her," replied Peckham promptly.
Tommy-I want another box of those pills,
like what I 11:ot for mother yesterday. Druggist
-Did your mother say they were 11:ood? Tommy
-No, but they just fit my air 11:un.
Artist-The idea of that fellow offering me
five dollars for that landscape! Why. the canvas
alone cost me fo:ur dollars. Model-Ah, but that
'
w.as before you covered it with paint.
The Fair One-Do you know, major, I cannot
11:et m y husband to listen to reason! The MaforHe ou11:ht to be ·a shamed of himself! It isn't"
everv. married man who g et s the chance ..
"That booby m ade
niitht~ and then quit."
his face, blacked his
a hatpin." "Well, a
maidenlv resistance."

· a bluff at kissing· me last
"But he says you scratched
eye, and stabbed him with
11:irl has to put up a little

Customer-You say these watches cost five
dollars . to make'? Why, that is the price you
.are sellm11: them at! Jewel!er~That's quite right.
Customer-Then how do you make any profit?
,Teweller-Repairing them. -

•
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INTERESTING ITEMS
POND FALLS INTO MINE
Forty-two miners perished when the bottom fell
out of a small pond and flooded the workings of
an iron mine near Crosby, Minn. Only seven
men were able to gain the safety of the shaft
and ascend to the surface. North of the mine
lies Island Lake, and between the mine and the
lake was a small pond. It was the water from
this which poured into the mine when the bottom
dropped out.
REP AIRING A TONGUE
Jacob Solomon, fourteen, of Washinton, D. C.,
had the habit of running with his tongue out of
his mouth. That is how he came to bite it off
one day when he fell. A playmate picked up the
severed member and led the boy to a hospital,
where the doctor sewed the tongue on with silk
thread. The parts have knitted together and
Jacob's tongue will soon be as good as ever.
ORIGIN OF BANKS AND BANK NOTES
With the almost entire use of paper currency
at the present time the history of their origin
may not be uninteresting. In the days of the
Stuarts merchants used to lodge their reserves
of gold in the Tower, and when one day Charles
I., in a thoughtless moment, annexed a large sum
lodged in that way, and forgot to put it back, the
merchants decided that henceforth they would put
no mere trust in princes, but would look to the
/ goldsmiths. The goldsmiths thereby became the
first bankers and the first goldsmiths who hit
upon the novel idea of giving -a note, not only to
the person "'ho deposited gold, but also the person who came to borrow, founded modern banking
-with an original deposit of $25,000.
The banker gave promise to pay up to, say,
$125,000, and as long as the1·e was no immediate
demand on the part of the persons holding these
promises to pay to have that promise converted
into cash, business proceeded merrily, but necessarily there was a limit beyond which it was not
safe to do this kind of business, and it was always possible that something unforeseen might
happen that would bring an unusual number of
notes for presentation. As a matter of fact, this
did happen frequently in the early days, and
finally the government stepped in and granted the
almost entire monopoly of issuing notes to the
Bank of England.
A CLOCK MADE OF STRAW
A unique clock, which from the point of view
of curiosity and ingenuity probably surpasses
anything ever made in this line, is now on exhibition in Munich, Germany. It is made entirely
of straw, is a very accurate timekeeper and contains no springs, no metal of any kind, and, in
fact, no other substance than straw, not even
glue. It has been going for the pa t seventeen
years and has required no repairs during all tha._t
time. The mechanism consists of a weight of two
hundred grains, that is raised by pressing on a
knob, and en arrangement of eight pendulums in
place of the usual wheels. It is 170 centimeters
high and 64 centim ·ters wide. Its front is built

in the style of a miniature cathedral, the workmanship of the face being particularly fine. The
hands are also moved by pressing on a button.
The necessary rigidity was obtained by filling a
stalk of rye straw with severat other stalks of
lesser thickness. Rye straw has been used in
the entire construction with the exception of the
hands and numbers, which are 6f oat straw. The
clock was built by a shoemaker of Strasburg in
the Uchermark, and has been exhibited in various European countries, arousing particular interest in Geneva, the center of the clockmaking
industry. It is for sale for 50,000 gold marks
(about $12,500) and the maker is said to have
been offered this sum for it. His only reason for
parting with it ts to secure funds with which
to build a new freak clock, without wheels, for
which the plans have already been completed.

LOOK, BOYS!

TRAPEZEE
The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an athlete.
Five Different StuntsTHE FL YING TRAPEZE - Release the
trigger-pin and the figure swings fo1·ward, gripping the brass trapeze-bar
turns a somersault in the air an<l catche;
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP - A swift swing
and he goes through a wire loop, makes
a turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar.
THE GIANT SWING- He goes forward
with a rush, releases the trapeze, catches
a horizontal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his heels again.
He performs two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and many new ones can be in·
vented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

$1.00

The collapsible stand and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box.
Delivered anywhere in the United States on
receipt of price. Address ·
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.

~========= ========== =-J
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HERE AND THERE
BOOTLEG FOUND IN FISH
A San Pedro, Cal., fisherman selling stale dogfish, a species of shark not especially tasty, at
$5 each, aroused the cui:iosity of George Contreras, county dry agent. Purchasing one, Contreras split it open and pulled out a quart of al. leged Scotch whisky.
A LOST ISLAND
In the far south Pacific in a forgotten isle
called Bardoo, which is ruled over by the widow
of an Australian, who went there originally in
the hope that missionary work would assuage her
grief over the loss of .her hu sband. She is now
the supreme ruler of the isla nd, which contains
only three other whites.
809 BRICKS LAID IN HOUR BY ENGLISHMAN ON A BET
The latest world record claimed here is the
laying of 809 bricks in an hour, or more than
thirteen a minute. The feat was performed by
Christopher Hull, _a foreman bricklayer of Sheffield, England, for a wager of £10.
Hull was allowed four laborers to wait on him,
but nevertheless the performance was regarded
as remarkable. His achievement meets with no
admiration among the trade unionists however,
and a union official is quoted as saying:
"The man's crazy and ought to be made to eat
his bricks. A fair average is forty an hour."
The buliders say many men coul_d lay 800 daily,
but that the average is around 500.
BRITISH HONDURAS
British Honduras, a British Crown colony on
the Caribbean Sea, is in Central America, south
of Yucatan and 660 miles west of the British
West Indian island of Jamaica. Belize, its capital, is the most convenient shipping port for
Yucatan and a portion of Guatamala. The area
of British Honduras is 7,592 square miles, with
a population of a little more than 35,000 at the
last census. The country has large areas of fertile land, but from an agricultural point of view
it is entirely undeveloped, although sugar, bananas, cocoanuts and a va1·iety of other tropical
products are grown. The _c hief industry at present is lum_bering, considerable quantities of mahogany, fu stic, bulletwood, ironwood, rosewood
and other tropical trees being cut anm~ally. Near
the coast the country is low and in many parts
swampy, but further inland the elevation increa ses and there are la1·ge areas of open and
undula ting gr a sslands a s well a s extensive for, ~t s. There a r e lar ge a reas of f ertile land suit•. ~1e for the growth of all kin ds of t r opical fruits.
FARM HELD 300 YEARS
Ismael Bedard, a French Canadian farmer of
Charlesbourg.. QuGbec Countv. claims the distinction for his family of having lived longer in one
place than any other family in North America.
His forbea1·s have held the same farm without
intenuption since 1620, according to the returns
n-1' " nnP.stinnnaire sent out to narish priests in

the. pi-ovmce by the 1~1 ts, &c1ences and Letters
Society of Queoec.
Age-worn docume;1ts in the archives of the
parish church of Charlesbourg gave authenticity
to Bedard's claim.
The original Bedard, the record ~hows was
one of Champlain's settlers in Quebec colon~ sent
out of France by Cardinal Richelieu. He married
rE;ceiv:ed a piece of land and for nearly 300 year~
lus dn-ect descendants have- tilled the ame soil
and passed the title of the land on to their oldest
sons.
PETS OF FAMOUS MEN
George Washington was very fond of horses
when a boy. One of the stories that the children
read first is about the spirited young colt that
George tried to l"ide. You 1·emember perhaps
how he injured the young horse. Th~n Weem~
tells us that his father said he would ra ther have
a truth-telling son than all the fine horses in
the world.
Another famous American who was fond of
horses when a boy for Ulysses S. Grant, says a
writer in "Something to Do." Even when he
started to school at West Poi-,,t he was noted for
his horsemanship. No animal was too wild for
him to tame. His reward for his skill and kindness came when he became a great general because his horse once saved him from being 'cap.
tured a s prisoner of war.
Lincoln, we know, was particularly fond of
birds. There is a pretty story about his r ' smounting from his horse, and going back to ~eplace some young birds in a nest from which
they had fallen .
Audubon, the first great friend· of the birds in
this country, loved them when he was a child.
Instead of playing with other bo:,cs, he used to
spend hour after hour in his father's big garden, watching t-he birds, noting how they built
their nests ·and got their food. Even then he began to try to paint them: Louis Agassiz, whom
we think of later a s knowing about the deep sea,
was also a lover of birds. When he was a student
in college, he was visited in his room by about
forty birds who made their home in a small pine
tree he had set up in the garden.
Whittier, the poet, was a farm boy. When he
was very young he learned to drive oxen instead
of horses. They w ere so tame and gentle he used
to sit on their heads with his legs in their faces
and then lie back and rest between their horns.
Francis Thompson, an English poet, was a
great lover of birds. One da y in autumn he fastened to one of the wings of a migrating swallow a small piece of oiled paper, on which were
written the words : "Swallow, little swallow, I
wonder whe:r;e you pass the winter." The next
spring the swallow came back to his nest in
Thompson's garden at the usual time. The poet
saw something tied to his leg. He caught the
bird and found a small piece of oiled paper on
which was his answer: "Florence, Italy, at the
house of Castellara. Cordial greetings to the
friends in the north."

The $}2 a week mechanic
T

who became a inillionai,~!
.

WENTY-THREE years ago, John C • . If the I. C. S. can smooth the way to success for
Wahl was working as a mechanic in other men, it can help you. If it can help other

Peoria, Illinois, at $12 a week.

men to go forward to better jobs and bigger
salaries, or to success in businesses o_f -their own,
it can ~elp you, too.•

To-day, he is a millionaire-having an income,,
At least find out how by marking and mailing
that runs into six figures--nationallY, anq intercoupon. It doesn't obligate you in any way
nationally known as the inventor of the Wahl . this
to do th is, but it may be the means of changins
Adding M achine, the W ahl Fountain Pen, your Cl)tire life.
.
and president of The W ahl Company, manu~-·IA.IL THE COUPON To--:.oAYf
factu rers of the famous Eversharp pencil.
It is interesting to note that. the change for
the better in the life of John C. Wahl came
the day he saw an advertisement that hit him
straight between the eyes. As h~ puts it,
"it told how the International Correspondence Schools could make a draftsman of a
fellow w ithout interfering with his daily work."
That day, J ohn C. W ahl enrolled and started
to build for the fu ture. H is present success
is proof that he builded well.
" Fick the line of work you like best," he
Study
hard and success will take. care of itself. Nothing is impossible when a man really makes up
his mind that he's going to get ahead. "

said the other day, "and stick to it.

John C. W ahl is just one of thousands of
I. C. S. students who have made good in a big
-way. The lives 9f such men should be an
inspiration and a guide to every man who
wants a better job and a bigger ,salary.

INTEIINATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4500-C. Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or obligation, nlease tell me how I can qualify for
the potitlon or in the subject before which I ha"Ve marked an X :
BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
S 11.lesmanshit>
Business Manageat8[\t
OAdverttal ng
Industrial Management
Better Letters
Personnel OrgantutloD
Show 'Card Lettering
·
~ Traffic Management
Stenography and Tn>lna
..._
Bus1ness Law
English ·
Business
Law
Banking and Banklna
Cl vi i Service
Accountancy (1ncluding C.P .A. )
BRailway }.fall Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Ccrpmon School Subjects
DBookkeeplng
DR!gh School Subjects
Pri vate Secretary
D CartooniJlll
D Illustrating
D French
Spanish

•
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TECHNICAL AND

§

Electrica.1 Engineering
Electric Lighting
h-fe chanlcal Engin eer
MechanicaI Draftsman
Mach'tne Shop Practice
D Ratlroatl Positions
Oas Englne Operating
Chil Engineer
Surveying and Mappln&
Metallurgy
~ Steam Engtneerln~
Rad~o

B
•

INDU ST RIAL COURSES -

O Architect

Architects' Blue Prints
Contra ctor and Builder
8§Architectu.ral
Draftsman
Concrete Builder

Engineer
Chemistry D Phar mllQ'
•O Structural
Automobile Work
Ain>lane Engine&
on
•D Na,•igati
and Poultry
BAgriculture
Mathematica

Name ............................. _ _ _ _ ................'!:................................ .
3·6 • 24
Street
Address ....................................................................
&<> . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ,

Clty ....... .. .........................................Stato......... _ __

.................. .
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P er,ona r eai ding i n Cana.do ah onl d se,1d th ·ia r.011f) on t o t ktt Int6f' na,
Uonal C<Jrr t11rpondence 8chonli C 1rnad'. •inn. tA.mitF:4 . , , ri,,t,~11,l . Canada,

VEWTRILOQIJISM

taught a lm ost an y one at h om e. Sm a ll cost.
l:iend TODAY 2-cen t stamp f or particulars.
GEORGE W . SJ\UTH
Room 111-932. 125 N. Jell' Ave., Peoria, Ill.

FAT

Get Rid
of Yout
Free Trial Treatment-

exercise.

~,ense.

Sent on r equest . A sk t or m)
"t,ay-wben-r educ:eu" otter . I bnv,
successt ully r educed . tho u sand s
ot persons, often at the r ate o f
a pound a d ay, without diet or
Let me send yo u p roof u t my e~-

NEWMAN, Ll cen8ed Ph:r • lclan
litate of N ew York, 286 F ifth A.venue
New York, D esk W - 18

DR. R.

~!@®fW&sihRllil~~~llll"
. ,.., , •....-..,:,x,,

and

Doll

I

Genuine Diamond Ring GIVEN
Girls! here Is lhe Doll you will Love, The Darling
of the Capital. Handsome ,lately looking Doll with
~qui,ite Colonial head-dress of pUN white hair.
fobcd in elegant party cootume. Beautiful blue
eyes that cloae, pearly _terth, finely formed body.
/ Arms, legs and head tum tv any position. You
must have this darling Colonial Doll. FREE
"'1!111:!i'!i,;.N,.... .fo,- ,elli ng 18 packages Standard Bluing at !Oc
each. Order now and get Special Offer of Guor.
•n ~eed Genuine Diamond Rin&, given with Doll.

$TANDAiD BLUING CO. t ,,._

858

Attlcboro•.11~

TOBACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay

Any fonn,ciaara.cigarett. .,pipe, chewing: o r sn11ff
Guaranteed. HarmleN. Complete treatmentaent
.,..t,;.I. Co.ta Sl .00 if itcurM. NothinQ'if it failc.

8Ll l:',ER.HA CO. M-21, Haltimore, Md.

I have an honest, proven re medy ror
a-o lt re (big neck).
lt checks t he
growth at onre, reduces tbe enlarJ!"ement, stops pain and distress and re-

Ueves in a lit tle while. Pay when well.

TellyourCclendsabouttllls. Write

me atonce. DR. ROCK.
Dept. Qf; Box 737, MIiwaukee, Wis. 8~-'--"~=-,

ASTHMA
\

TRBlT • BU m•lledtl

.fltEE T RI.U,. If it"Caree.
aend ll; It not. lt' • Jl'RB:B.
Write 1:or your treatment
tod111y..r. W. I(. STS RLINE,

8'4 uhioAve.Sldney,o;

THE
PERFECT WRITING INSTRUMENT'
The
New Improved Writes Uh pencn

INKOGRAPtt

with

1:~be!~~~i;:~t~o:i~:

$

blot, acratcb le=ak ~\otr e r
·1 handa. Makes~ or•
4 carbons. l4 kt. ifpld l?Oin~haped like fine lead
~encll point. Cua'rantced . S EN D NO MONEY.
P ay postman 11 plos poMtage. Airent!I wanted:

.

PILES

:~Jv:~;r~

This Wonderf ul
Treatment

My internal metbod of treatment is the
correct one, and is sanctioned by the best
Informed physicians and surgeons.
Ointments. salves and other local applications
Five onl:v temporary relief.
If you have piles In any form write for a
FREE sample of Page's Pile Tablets and
yon will bless the day tbat you rea-d this.
Wri te today.

E. R. P a&'e, 349-F Page B i de ., l\Iarshall, I\Ilch.

INKOGRAPH CO .,lnc .,183U CentreSt ., NewYork

I MAKE THE BEST CHOCOLATE BARS

) lin ts and Chewing Gum. Be my a e ent,
Bverybody will buy f r om you . Write toda7.
Free Samples.
l\llL T ON ~ OR DON

189 J ack son St .• Cincln11atl, Ohio

$ - - OL D

MONEY WANTED - - - $

,$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of old
c0ins. Keep Al'..L Old or odd money , it may
be VERY valuable. Send 10 cts. for ILLUSTRATED COIN VALUE BOOK. 4:<6. Get
Posted. We pay CASH.
CL ARKE COIN CO .• A ve 13. LeR oy. N . Y.

VET ERAN
CONDUCTOR
RO DE 4,260,000
MILE S
Owen
Monaha n, retired railroad
conductor ,
who traveled 4.260,000
mi 1 e s
during his half
centu ry of service
with the New
York Ce n t r a I
lines, died recently at the home of
a brother at 426
Yonkers avenue,
'Yonkers, in his
seventieth year.
He retired la<;t
May on a pension
due to his failing
health.
.
Monahan ~ n tered the employ
of the Central
as a brakeman,
becoming a · conductor thirty-six
years ago. His
run for a lonotime was betwee;:;_
New York and
Buffalo. For several years he was
in charge of No.
1, known as "The
.Mohawk," leaving
Terminal at 10 A.
M. for Chicago.
He would leave
the train at Buffalo, returning in
charge of No. 22,
"The Lake Shore
Li:giited." In the
course of his career
Monahan
made
the
acquaintance
of
many f am ou s
persons, including
Theodore
Roosevelt,
Jay
·Gould, President
Taft, John D.
Rockefeller and
all the Governors
of the State for
the last thirtyfive years.
''Roosevelt was
t h e friendliest
passenger I ever
h ad," he once r emarked.
''He
u sed to ride with
me r e g u I a :,:- 1 y
when he was in
Albany."

Send for.,t his Free Book!
. .,
.
ff FA SCINA TING BOOK of Detective stories that shows how ordinary
(!/;L boys and men have won nationwide fame, thousands of dollars in rewards,
and important official positions by solving finger print mysteries!

-

.. • • • Shortly before i:idnimt a young
couple slipped away from the cfance. They
aougbt out a Jong, low , rakish roadster. With
powerful headlights picking out the path, it
moved cautiously through the parking space
and out onto the. high road.
"Early next morning- a farm boy found the
girl's dead body crumpled in the wayside ditch.
Concealed in the bushes at the side of the road
lay the boy's lifelesa body, also shot from he·
hind."
Who had committed the murder?
Read the rest of the. story on page 15 of our
new Finger Print book. Find out how the
murderers were traced, tried and convicted1
and how a certain finger print expert solvea
five murder mysteries and secured 97 convic•
tiona in less than a year.
Find out loow you can become a Flnt,n
Print Expert.

Thirteen Thrilling Stories
of Mystery ant!.
Achievement
Thirteen atorle• of crime. daring- robberiee, myateliou• murden, tbrilllnge • capee. Yoa'll enJ:o(. .. Snow•
~ne::~:•
lnYia1b • Finver

:bC!a~f:y::::::-"Tbe
~=h:!
'!~u;.~:tt~r:!;!r•Jr°::[!lrc~n:~~
wu
JD "Foiled.'' a true e.ccoant of a gre:at Political coop,

later appointed to the moat important jdentifica-

tlon pooition In tb• etate.

You'll read of men who acblend fame, blw reward•

and lml)Ortent pooltiona In • abort time tbroa11b tho

• tady of Gnaer prlnte.
Any man wloo can read and writ• can k•
ffffl• a lin••r print czpt1rt.

Finger Print Experts
Needed!
llore and more the detection of crime- reeol•ea ltaelL
int.o a problem of Identification . Trained men are
needed every month to fill the new poaitione that ar&
created. Records • bow that Univerait,--o1 Applied

J~;

PARTIAL LIST
GradaateaU.of.A..S.
Recently aDDOlnted
Flnser •rl • tEx•
11erta of theae

State-. CltlH ud
Jn11dt11do-.

State of Iowa
Stote of Idaho
Stote of Colondo

St. Paul, Minn.

~~~~~•y?j,1~

I=

Pittabur11b. Pa.
GreatFalle, Mod.

f.:!':ln~~•.ficb.

Sebonoctady, N . Y.
Lorain Coun17, Obie
EJPuo,Texu
Galve1t.on, Tex11
Bomton, Texa•
Lincoln, Nebr.
Everett, Wub.
~en, Utah

•

pJ~lo~~to.
AA,:i:Y~-np Pey~
'I.\i:.:i::.::•y~f.
Alhambra, Calif.

1L--:.0~~;,"

=~

~:.ce~J>•:ro.:e!r:'!!i:~o~f\~!
ab~f
bareaua to which U , of A . S. men have been ap•
pointed.

You can learn littt1•r print identification in
a l•UJ month·• in your apar• tim.-at /tome.

Send the Coupon!
~r: :.,~·:!t:c:r1m~bi~r~=--~ PTt:,t!!!,o:~:~.:.:
Thf1 book !annot be bouaht at any newsstand or
booketore-but It will be sent to you FREE If you

your opportanttiee in t~e finger print world-ebowc
how you can aet your trainin,i in a few months-tell•
how you ean get a profeafonal 6naer print outtlt:

tree. Write for thl• book today.

University of Applied Science
1920 SW1117elde Ave., Dept. 10.99 Chicairo, DL

i••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a ••

I

Unlveralty of Applied Science, Dept. 10.'19
1920 !.unnyslde Avenue, Chlcaeo, m..

I f.lj~:e~~:i~5~,
I

•
•
•

I
I

I

~«:::i~:!~~,et~~~s:~~1~~

eolut:ely no obllaatlon. Aleo tell ma how I can
become a ftn1er print expert by studying a few
months in spare time-and how I c•· .. aet a profeuiooal ftnarer print oa.t.llt fre, .

Name

Atldr•••- - - - - - - - - · · ·········Cil11.-••• _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ •••••• Sle.t. •••• __

WILD WEST WEEKLY
- - LATEST I SUES - 1121 Young Wild West Foiling the Raiders: or. Taking
a Lon....: Clinnce.
J 122 " Corralllng the Creeks! or, Arletta and the Redskin l{oundup.
1123 " Wnrnlng: or .The Secret Band of the Oulch . ,
112-l " After Big Game: or, Arletta and the Hunters
Trap ,
1125 " Clenn Sweep : or, The Reformation of Reckless
Camp .
J126 " 11nd the Hoodoo Claim ;'or, .Arletta and the Keg
of Nuggets.
11?7 " and "Ci.nnamon Hank"; or, The Grudge of the
Gila Glnnt.
1128 " Scrlmm r ge with Sioux: or• . At'letta and the
RPn egade.
·
112!l " n ,,clng the Cowboys; or, Saving a Doomed
Ranch.
1130 " Bi!-!)?est Panout: or, Arletta and the Lost Pros•
1131

,

11~2

"
"

1133

"

11M

"

1135 "
1136

"

1137

"

1138 "
113!\

"

1140 "

1141 "
lH'.l "
ll43

"

114-l

"

1145 "
1146

"

; 147
1148

"
"

1149- "
1150

"

1151

"

• 1:i2

"

' 153

"

i154

"

,1;.r;

"

1156

"

11 r,7

"

S n~~~t;~~•·Hunclr~il Thousand; or. The Shot That
StoppPCl the Trnln .
F nll Roun<l l)p: or, Arletta •nd tn!' Rustler•.
Orer thP R\o Grande : or, The Hunt for the
Stolen. !stork.
anil tne Redskin Spy; or, Arlette's Clever
G1~~fli tor Gold: or, Outwitting - the Mine
Pfotte rs .
Forcr il
Fight; or, How Arletta Bos sed the
Oulch.
nnil the F.:nl!,'lls b Earl; or. The Search for a
Missing Ma n.
anil th!' Indian Agent; or, Arle tta Shooting for
Her Life.
Lass o Du el; or. Thr Picnic nt Drv Bottom .
and thP U. S. Marshall; or, Arletta as a De•
. tPctlve
St" ppin<! n ll'lood : or, Savin<! n Doome<l Cnmp.
a nil th e Mall Coach: or, Arle tta and the Lady
In Blue.
nn rl tl1p Mystic Doze n; or, The Scourge of Red
RMk PaM.
H PlJ>lni:: the 9th Cavalry; or, Arletta as a
Sliarps hooter.
an,l th ~ Miner's "Kid"; or, Fighting for a
Golcl Cl nlm .
•
an,l th e TlPdRkln Rustlers; or, .Arletta Raving
the Cnttle.
Fll!.'1,t 011 thP Mesa : or, Snrrounde/1 hy GrenserR.
L Pnr'lng a Raid; or, Arletta and the Bars of
Gold .
at Ynnkee Camp; or, A Fourtb of July on the
Border.
CornPTed hY A pach~s; or, Arletta and the
PolRnnecl Arrow.
and "lnnorent Ike"; or, Trapping a Tricky
Rustler .
Prnlrl P P11rR11lt: or. Arletta a Cnptlve.
an<l the TexnR Cowboys: or, The Scrimmage
witn the Rheenmen.
W a Rhing Out Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Dis•

to

M~~1~!;· 11n..-.:un·:
at th e Widow'
8 ;~n~~~
Sleepy

or. Tbe !silver Mine Dlsnute.
s Claim: or, Arlettn's Brave De·

Range Bos s : or, Crooked Work at the
J.

Fo r Ra l e hv nll n ew s dealers, or will be sent to any ad·
d r css on r eceipt of price, Sc. ppr copy, In money
or pos tni::e stamps by

HARRY E. WOLFF', Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

1

1

·

HOW TO

: SCENARIOS WRITE THEM
Ii This book contains
Price 911 Cent• Per Copy
all the most recent chft ngM

111. the method of construtlon ftnd • uhmlsslon nt
! sce narios. Sixty Lessons. eoverl ng ,"very phll.Se of
, scenario writing. For sole bT all Newsdealers 1md
Book s tores. If you can not procure II copy, send u •

\ the price, 35 cent~. In money or postnge stamps, and
we will mall yon one. poatag~ free. Addree • •

I,

L. Seaaren a , !10 lle•ea th A.Te •• New York. N. Y.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
J
Every Subjed.
No. M. H OW T O COLLECT ST AMPS AND CO LSSContalnlng vnluahle Info r mation r eg ardln&' the colll!Ct •
In!!,' and arranging ot stamp• and coin s . B'a nda<>mely
111 u Rtrnted.
·
N o. 57. HOW T O MAKE ~fU S IC AL INSTR U~IF.NT8.
-Fnll direction, bow to m ake n Ban j o, Yloll n . Zl t b..r,
Aeolian Hnrp. Xylo phO"P nn il other musical In s truments: to g rtJ,e r "'It!, a brlpf desc ription of nearly eTery
mnsfcal ln•trument use/I in anrlent or modern times.
Prcifnsely lllu•trntP/1 Bv Al gernon R. F lt7.grra ld, to r
t,YP n t:v yea r• hnnitmsster of thP "Rovol RPn <!nl Ma rine s.
No. 58. HOW TO BECO~nr, A n E T E CTIVE. -By 01•
K i ng Brnit;v. thP n·orld-known d etecth-e. I n whkh he l&T•
do•Yn . Mme vnluahl e and sen•ll>Jp rules for heqlnners,

nnrl

nlso r elnt •~ c;nme ndvpnt u reH an<1 e-x p c,riPnces

WP11-known ilPtec-tlves .

of

N o. fin.

HO W TO B ECOME A T' ROTOC. '?A P JfF. R .-

N o. 64.

HO W "'0 MA K E ET, F.CT R TCAL ~IAC HI:Sl!:!11.

Contnl n!n g useful Information regn r il l ng the Camera
And how to work It: also h ow to m nk P Photng r ap h lr.
Magic La n tern ~ 1'iles and othPr TransparPnrle•. Ha n d•
somrl:,' llln • tr,te,t .
Cnntnln fnir full /llrertlon• for mnklngo ele<'trknl macl1!nes, lnituctlons c 0 1l•. (1ynAm<'•. a nd 'mnnv novel toy s
to he n·orkeil hv electrlclty. B:v R. A. R. Ben n ett. Fully
111n•trMpd .
No. 65. 11mr Jl(lON'S ,IOK F.<;.-ThP mMt orl<!l nal j oke
bo"k evPr p1ihll•h•d, nni! It I• t,rlmfnl nf "'It 11.n <t
humor. Tt c-ont.,tni::: :, l"'r!YP c-l)J1P<'t1"n of !1111:nn~~. jokes,
C'Onnncirnm~. Ptf' . nf TPTr"n<"P ~fulfi""'TI. t h P j?Tf-'lnt wt t.
bnmorfc:it, nn'1 prn,..tirnl ~nlr,..r r- f t,..e c1R,-.
N o . 87

HO W T O

no

ll'T,Ff' T'?J(' .,., T RICKS.-<'o n -

taln!n(! a lnrgP ro11Prtl nn of Instructive nnil hlghlY
amu s ing elPdrlc-nl trloks . together n·lth lllnstratlons .
B:v A. Andrrsnn .
No. 68.

HOW TO DO

<' HE~IJ(',\T, TlHCKS.- Con-

No.

H OW

no

"l,Elf:HT- OF-HAXJl.-Con-

tnln!ng over one huni!r 0 <1 highly amn • ingo nnd ln•trnc•
tlve tricks with cbemlcnl• .
Bv A. Andrr son.
Ra n d•
somely lllu•trste/1.
69.

'J'O

tnlnlng over fifty of tl> P lntrst arnl 1, est trick• n•e<1 bT
magic-Inns. .Aiso containing the secrPt of s rconi! sight.
Fnlly mustrat ed .
No. 72.

HOW '1'0 DO SIXTY TRICKS WlTH CARDS.

No. 73.

HOW TO DO TRIC'KS WITH Nt',rnERS.-

No. 74.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.

Emhrnclng ell of th r latest and most d Pceptlve cart!
trlc-ks, "·Ith 11111 stra tlona.
"

Showlng many curious tricks w1t1, flgt1rPa anil the m a gic
of numhera. Rv A. Ani!erson . Fnllr lllustrAte/1.
Containing full Instru ction• for writing letters on al•
most any suhject: 'llso rule• for punctuation and composition, with specimen l r tters.
No.

76.

ROW

TO

TELL

No.

77.

HOW

TO

DO

FORTUNES

RY

THE

HANn.-Contnlnlng rules for telllng fortun es by the
aid of lines of th e hnnd . or th P s rcrrt of palmist r y.
Also the sec ret of telling, future events by aid of moles.
mn rks, scars, ~tr. Tllu s trateil .
FORTY

TRICKS

WI'TH

CARDS.-Contnln\ng d pepptl<'e Cn ril Tricks as performed
hy leading c-onjurr ra nn<t m a!!'ld ans.
Arra nged for
b orne amus PMent. Fully Illustra ted .
No. 79. HOW TO BEC0111E A"l ACTOR.- (i:ontafnlng
eomplete In s tructions bow to make up for various cbara c-ters on the stage: together with the duties of the
Stage JI.Ianager, Prompter, Sc,, nlc Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' ,TOKE BOOK.-Contnln!ng
the late st j okes, nn PC'dotes an/I funny stories of this
world-renown ed Ocr m nn comedian.
Sixt y-four pages;
handsome colored cover conta ining a half-ton e pho to of
thP a uthor.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PAL)fiSTRY.- Contnlnlng the
most approvPd m r th od s of r eading the lines on the bend,
togr tber with n full expl a nntlon of their mea ning. Also
ex pl a lnlnl!,' phrenology, and the k e y for telling ch a r•
oc te r by the hnmps on the head . B v L eo Hu go Koc h.
A.. C. S . Fully Illustrated .
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.- Contaln•
Ing Inform a tion r e!?ardlng <'holce of subjects, th r USP of
word s nnd th p manner of prepnring and suhml t tin!?
mnnu scrlpt. AIM contnlnlng valu nhle lnf<>rmntlon ns to
thP n eatness. l egibility nnd g eneral composition of manusc-rlpt .
For sale by all newsdealers. or wtll oe t1ent to u:, .
address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,
t n money or stam pt1, b y

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher , Inc.
166 West 23d Street l
New York Cit,1.

